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Merry Christmas,
Happy Hannuka,
Peaceful New Year
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Wunderlich said he wrote
the office, " reminding them
of ·t he agreement" they accepted as "criterion for recognition" at USF.

THE "POLICIES" are outlined in the Board of Regents
Operating Manual, Wunderlich said by_ the following
statement: "Freedom of expression . . . shall not be in
any way p r o h i b i t e d or
abridged.''
The question of "freedom of
expression" arose when Mrs.
Peggy Dinkle was told that
she "would no longer be a Chi
Omega by order of the Governing Council," following her
speech, which criticized the
Greek system.
Mrs. Dinkle was invited by
Sandra Kay, presig.ent, of Chi
Omega fraternity and Gail
Malcolm,

Alpha rDelta

Pi,

- president of fhe Pafifiellefilc
Association, to speak at a
Panhellenic Convocation, Nov.
4.

.

MRS. DINKLE was asked
to offer suggestions on the
topic, "What Is Wrong With
The Greek Image At The University Of South Florida?" ,
calling ori her experience as
past president of Panhellenic,
In her speech, Mrs'. Dinkle
called upon the Greeks to consider fhe relevancy of the system with today's pressing social issues.

See F ASHTON, Pages 4
and 5 B 'tor fashjon layout.
See CHANUKO, Page 3-B
for interesting story on the
Jewish holiday Chanuko.
See LENNON, Page 3 B
for a look at why the wqrld
will end on Dec. 25.
See RELEVANCE, Page
8 B for a story on why students are crying for relevance in universities today.
See CARTOONS, Page 1
B for a look at staff cartoonist Duggy Young's view
of Christmas - past and
present.

"I dare you not to spend a
penny on rush, but to donate
what you would have spent to
a Black student'_s scholar- ship," she said.
"SECOND, QUIT trying to
have an image or to imitate,

Oracle Job Open
The Oracle is accepting applications from persons interested in earning gas mileage ·
in taking news and advertising copy to and from the St.
Petersburg Times, The Oracle's printer.

Oracle Editor
Appl icafions

The job is best suited to a
s tudent who commutes to the
Tampa campus from St. Petersburg, every · day except
Tuesday.

Available

Interested persons should
contact Prof. W. E. Griscti,
general manager of The Oracle in UC 226, ext. 2619 •.

Applications for the position of Editor Qf The Oracle for Quarter II, 1970, are
110w being received by the
Office of Campus Publications.
Any student of the Uni-.
versity who would like to
be considered should obtain an application form in
the Office of Campus P ublications, UC 226. Deadline
for return of applications is
2 p.m., Friday Dec. 5.
Applicants will be interviewed between 3-5 p.m. on
Friday in UC 226.
Announcement of the appointment of a new editor
will be made in the issue of
J an. 17, 1970.
*
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It states: "Fraternity standards and practices shall be
consistent with and supportive
of the policies of the University of South Florida."
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*

Vice-President and Dean of
Student Affairs, Herbert Wunderlich wrote the national office of Chi Omega sorority
this week concerning Peggy
Dinkle, a sorority alumnae
who recently had her pin lifted because of a · ~peech she
made about frater-nities and
sororities.

The criterion Wunderlicl!
cited was the first of the University Standards For Recognition of National' Social
Fraternities.

loside

and just BE . . . learn from
each other about how to live,"
she. continued.
She al§o said, "If you are to
exist on today's campus, you
need a creed that is relevant,
an organization that is flexible enough to change with the
times and democratic enough
to listen to and heed the voice
of'its members."
Mrs. Dinkle received a
standing ovation.
Mrs.- Mar.y Ruth Ferris, National Chi Omega Representatlve, in town f~r · a chapter
Illeeting, went to Mrs. Dinkle's
home to discuss the speech
Nov. 13.
INFORMED SOURCES reported that Mrs. Dinkle was
asked to resign from Chi
Omega as her beliefs as expressed in her speech we~

not .in ;line with Chi Omega's
policies and practices.
She reportedly replied that
she believed in the ideals and
the framework of the fratern1ty and could not see that she
had disagreed or violated any
of these written purposes.
At this point, ¥rs. Dinkle
was supposedly told that her
Jllembership certificate would
be retained and she· would no
longer be a Chi Omega.

ter. Dean Wunderlich spoke in
support of the resolution.
·
A meeting of the fraternity
was held Nov. 13, to hear a
latter written by the National
Administrative C o u n c i 1 o r
which likened the ideas expressed in the speech with
"Marxist Communist tendencit•s ."
HOWEVER VARIOUS National Officers of Chi Omega
that were contacted stated
that they were not completely
~.ware of the circumstances
nor the action taken.
Further action by either the
National Office or by USF is
not expected for some time.
As explained by Dean Wunderlich, ' 'we plan no further
action at this time." Wunderlich said that he hoped the
matter could be " settled in
the family" of Chi Omega.

ALSO NOV. 13, the Student
G o v e r n m e n t legislature
passed an urgent'resolution to
call for the "immediate withdrawal of Chi Omega National
from this matter of . purely
local nature and for the immedate reassociation of Mrs.
Dinkle." The resolution also
resolved that the Student Government initiate an immediate investigation_iqto the inat-

Anderson Blasts
North _Tampa CC
I •

In an all-University Senate cans in general for allowing
meeting last week :;Student "such Communist-inspired
Government (SG) Pre_s. Steve students, some faculty memAnderson blasted a North bers and other revolutionary
Tampa Chamber 6f Com- _groups to almost succeed in
merce (NTCC) characteriza- bringing disgrace and disruption of recent USF dissent.
tion to our higher education
The NTCC, in giving USF system."
Pres. John S. Allen a vote of
ANDERSON SAID the
confidence, termed dissent at
USF as Allen's b e i n g characterization. was "in a
"constantly harassed by a mi- manner which IJlUSt b e
nority group of militant .stu- termed __.extremely intemperdents and recalcitrants whose ate, complet~ ialse and disonly purpose is_to disrupt and ruptive of some of this Unidisorganize others with their versity's most important procverminous thought and prop- esses."
"For anyone who cares to
aganda in the hope of overthrowing our American educa- examine it," Anderson said,
"the r ecord will show that retional system.''
They al59 upbraided Ameri- cent dissent at USF has been

Lottery Shortens
Draft-Eligibility
' The first drawing of the new
lottery-by-birthday draft was
held last Monday to determine who gest drafted first in
1970.
Those whose birthdays are
drawn first will be the first to
be inducted, while those at the
bottom of th_e list are most
likely to avoid induction completely.
THE NEW SYSTEM shortens the draft eligibility period
to one year. According to'
Peter Flaningan, Nixon's staff
expert on the draft plan, a def erred draft registrant could
choose the year during which
. he wishes to be exposed to the
draft by deliberately timing
the loss of his deferment - by
dropping out of school or quitting a job, for example.
This loophole would give
college students the advantage that they have been ac-

sober, responsible and · constructive." He added that
there has not b~en a single
extra-legal incident involved
in the recent "requests · for
change.''
Anderson sa id the NTCC, by
labeling the dissent, ' 'betrays
a dangerous ignorance, of the
situation on this campus." He
said of the "name-calling"
could only weakel]. the qipaclty for "constructive . selfcriticism _a nd p e a, c e f u I
change.''
" We plead with the . president, the Deans, th'e faculty
and the student body to openly repudiate the false and
dangerous characterization,"
Anderson said.
·

1

, AND E R S ON SAID he
thought the NTCC misunderstood what had happened at
USF and also said he wrote a
letter •to the group, asking
them to come to USF "to see
what the Unive~ity is like
and see what we're doing."
"We're trying to open the
lines of communication," An· derson said. \
. The NTCC could . not be
reached for comment.

cused of having before - over
poor people who are not as
likely to. liave the ab~ty to
manipulate their condifion to
avoid induction. 1
' Regarding 'this continuing
Some opposition came from
problem of the di;aft, Presia few faculty and staff memdent Nixon said:
"IT .DOES NOT remove all bers, but the Senate voted to
the ~inequity of the draft, be- support the "principle" of Ancause there will always be in- derson's letter.
equity as long as any of our'
ALLEN WAS OUT of .town
young men have to serve and not available for comwhen others do not have to ment.
serve. But the, agony of susStudent senator Bob Pasterpense and uncertainty which ·
nak voiced strong disapproval
has hung over our younger
of the NTCC statements, saygeneration for seven years
, ing he was "tire_d of being
can now be reduced · to -one
called a Communist every
year .. . "
time I turn around."
When the year expires, . so
does the major chance of · ..__ "It's. just hate-talk," Pasterbeing drafted. Unless the nak said.
dt;aft pool is swept by a masAnderson said he did not
sive call, the registrant who think the NTCC would respond
survives his one ye~r period to the letter, but did not say
why.
r,
is most likely in the clear.

SG Initiates Loan PrOgTam

*

Today's issue of The
Oracle will be ;:he l ast for
Quarter I. Publication of
The Oracle will resume on
J an. 7, the first day of
class for Quarter IL

DECEMBER 3, 1969

VP Investigates
Chi Omega Affair

Mass Illness
Not Related
To Poisoning
Recent mass illness in Fontana Hall was not caused necessarily by food poisoning, according to Berry Phillips, director' of Environmental
Health at the USF Health
Center.
·
"We found some staph in
one sample we took," Phillips
said, "but that is the only positive result we have in relation
to food poisoning."
Phillips said the samples
showed there was a very low
correlation with food poisoning, but "it is very hard to
say at this time."
BE SAID the state Public
Health Service.was investigating the case, but that their
findings were riot jet available.
Norman Robertson, Fontana
Hall general manager, said he
thought there was no correla- ,
tion at all between the recent
illness and food poisoning.
"We had the same thing here last year," Robertson
said, referring to a similar incident last year w h i c h
brought in Federal health
agents. Official reports then
could not confirm or deny
food poisoning, but did tend to
discount food poisoning as the
reason for the illness.
THERE ARE no firm figures on how many students
were ill, but reports from different sauces put the tally at
over 100. .
The Health Center o·nly reported .58 has having come to
the center complaining of .
sickness ; all had similar
symptoms.
Most incidents of the illness,
as yet still unnamed, lasted
only a day but were very intense. Students reported being
extremely nauseous, vomiting, some diarrhea, cramps
and high etmperatures.
. PHILLIPS SAID the Health
Center results might have
been more conclusive had
more students reported their
sickness when it first developed.
Those experiencing symptoms similar to those reported
should contact the Health
Center at 974-2335.

$4 per year
Subscription Rate

••• if only it could be that way. The Christmas season is the
painless way to forget or is it the p'ainfnl way to remember
if yon've suffered loss of property or security or a life because of the insa.nity of this world. Peace • . • if we could
only have just a little.

A loan program, with no re- posals would fall short of students needs it," Anderson
quirements other than that helping many of those • who • said.
students must attend school really need a ssistance, "AnThe student counselor will
full-time arid need assistance, derson said.
be to help the student with
has been instituted by the
Anderson said the program, any mechanical problems he
U S F - Student Government
aimed at disadvantaged stu- has regarding his classes.
(SG.)
dents, wol4d have a three-fold
"It will mostly be in the
'. 'There are no gr ade re- function. - Not only will · the
formof moral support," Anquiremen't s," Steve Anderson, program off& financial
assisSG president, said. "And the tance, Anderson. said, but it derson said, "but the student
program is completely stu- will also offer academic ad- counselor may also act as a
tutor if that is necessary.''
dent run, which ma kes it the vis~g and student
counseling.
only loan fund of its kind in
The program has been rethe state."
" When the student receives cived with astounding enthusi·Anderson said he started his money, he will also be as- asm, Anderson said, adding
the program in response to signed an academic advisor, that the only criticism of the
the state legislature, which who will keep in touch with program was that it operated
this- summer was attempting -the student throughout the on .a risk, since no minimum
to set up more ways for stu- time he is on the program, of- grades are required.
"Sure, we're taking a calcudents to receive needed funds. fering him academic and
' 'We felt the legjslative pro- scheduling . guidance as the lated risk," said Anderson.

"But I think it's a sound investment."
And judging from the support the program has received, he says he thinks be
has convinced others that the
program is sound.
"We started with only $1,000
that was scraped up from
around campus, and now we
have over $12,000, as well as
$10,000 for matching funds on a one-to-one basis," Anderson said. "The response bas
been great.''
With the help of Pres. John
S. Allen, the University gave
$10,000 to 'the program, adding
(See LOAN, Page 5-A)
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·rampa Psychiatrist Russ ·
Discusses Dr.ug Effects
"This will not be a discussion on morality," said
T a m p a • psychiatrist Zack
Russ, Jr. as he opened a drug
seminar sponsored by Alpha
Hall last week in the Argos
Center,
Dr. Russ, who has practiced
in the Tampa area since 1955,
was invited to speak at the
seminar to discuss the medical aspects of the various
drugs being used by young
people today.

A REPRESENTATIVE of
the Tampa Police Department
was also scheduled to speak,
but did not appear.
Russ spent ·most of his
1

\

Library Installs
, Copy Machine
For Student Use

ON CAMPUS -

TY'ING 1SERViCE •
24-48 HOUR SERVICE
'
.

~.7c a Page_
(Rough}

Are you tired of having to scrounge around for
someone to do your typing?
Do you have to pay exorbitant_r,ates?·
Do you end.up having to "hunt atid peck" a report
_yourself at the last minute?
En'tl all these frustrations - let the Bookstore get ,· '
your typing done for,, you through its student
.
secretarial service. Come in and use our dictation i
equipment at a nommal fee, .».ut your reports on
tape, and have your copy back in your hands in a
maximum of 48 hours.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT OUR BOOKSTORE
SERVICE OF

BOOJ(STORE & CAMPUS SHOPS
Ar901 Andros & Unlveulty Confer

'

.

.,·

The USF Library is now installing five new Dennison
, c9py machines for student
. use, replacing student usage
of- the two 3600 series Xerox
cop:i7 :rp.achines, according to
Dennis Robison, re~earch librarian.' The copiers · will be
available by Dec. 6.
Robison said the main reason for the changeover Was'
th!=! librafY.'s loss of money.c~arging Q°nly five cents for
Xerox copies.
; · "We either had to raise the
·• price or find a new method,"
• Robison l)~d.
It will;-still cost only five
cents tct: make .duplicates.
Change fiir the machines can
: . be obtain~d on tl)e fourth floor
in the research section, Robison said.
The Uni-versity acquired
eight Dennison copiers: two
will be in ,the library lobby
near the reser:ve section; ,one
will be on •the · second floor
and anothef" · on ' the fourth
floor.
· .,-. '
The other three machines
will be placed in Housing,
Argos Center and. in the St.
Petersburg Campus library.
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effect on · •driving ability,
which Russ later admitted
has not been proven.

~

WITH EXIIERIENCE
OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
PAID VACATIONS & HOLIDAYS
WORKING HOURS 8•4:30 M-F
37½ HOURS/WEEK

2 OPENINGS
GROUP CLAIM PROCESSOR
40 WORDS/MIN.
GOOD FIGURE, APTITUDE AND Of.
FICE EXPERIENCE
CLAIM DEPARTMENT:½ DAY DIC- .
TAPHONE; ½ DAY nPING
CHECKS AND FILING - SO
WORDS/MIN.

~ALI,. MRS, MARTIN -;- PH. 221•7671

TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.

\

315 MADISON AVE. (MARINE BANK BLDG.)

7""------=-------~--------------------

John 0. Burke, dance chairman, said that Jim Downing
and "The Renegade Brass" were booked to play at the reunion
dance.
·
·
Donation ·tickets for the reunion dance will be available at
the Soreno ballroom door: The dance will be held from .9 p,m.
tola.m.

...
,

The Speech Department Coffee House will present an hour
of "Concrete Poetry" in the Engineering Auditorium today at 2
p.m. and again at 4 p,m.
,
The cast consists of Jim Cpallener, Robert Barbour, Ed
DeYoung, Scott Kirby, Mae Guinn, Jan Corns, Susan MacWithey, Lucretia Highsmith, Eric Joo~t, Patty Hardee, Marcia
Deming, Ann Wade, Paula Hinton, Jjm Walker, Dawn DuBarton, and Dean Owen.

• •

The USF Veteran's Club is now fa the process ·of reorganizing. The .organization's. purpose is to provide social activities
and to act as a forum to discuss veterans' problems, Students
are eligible who have completed one or more regular (two or
more years) or minority enlistments in any branch of the United States Armed For·ces or Her allies. All interested students
should contact Student Organizations Office (University Center
{UC) 156A) or attend the Dec. 5th m~ting in the University
Center at 2:00 p.m.
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The Christian Science Organization will sponsor a lecture
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in UC 248.
·
James Spencer, member of the Christian -Science Board of
Lectureship, will speak on "What is Christian Science?" Admission is free.
·
;

The Campus Mobilization is sponsoring an " Evening . of
Fine Arts" in the Theatre, Sunday, Dec. 7, ·beginning at 1 p:m.
The Sj,cth Annual National Superint~ndents' Conference F ill
be held at USF Jan. 19-23. The conference will focus on .the
theme "The Superintendent's Response : Chaos or Productive
Confrontation?"

.

ie

•

.F lu $ots W!il be given by the USF Health· Cente~-Thqrsday
and Friday, Dec. 4 and 5, in UC 215.at 1 p.m.

.,

The Sixth Annual National Superintendents' Conference will
be held. at USF Jqn. 19-23. The conference will focus on the
theme, "The Superintendents' Response: Chaos ·or Productive
Confrontation?"
'
I
.
•
Contact Charles Rodriguez of the Center for Continuing
Education, ext, 2403.
-

·l

THIS REASONING presuppoi,es that marijuana has an

~
~

·INFO R~IO N

END THE TERM PAPER
BLUES . ..

· -~;r../0" . .
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thought about the present
laws regarding marijuana in
comparison to the legal sale
of alcohol, Russ said he felt
the quick acting characteris- .
tic of marijuana made it more
dangerous since he could have
an alcoholic dr;ink and drive
home befor:e it began to affect
him.

FoR YoU R
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V' SALARY COMENSURATE

covenJ of a green racer snlike and a five
foot rat snake. ·
.
,
- • Afterwards they built a fire and ,
cooked,hot dogs for lunch. They played ·
games during the afternoon.
· The sporJSors report that there were
no unhappy events such as injuries and
ST. PETERSBURG - The St. Petersburg (SPJC) Alumni
snake bites. The children would like to Association has scheduled its annual Christmas Dance and Re,
do it again and will have the opportun- union, "Holiday Frolics," for Friday, Dec. 26, at the Soreno
Hotel in St. Petersburg.
ity in weekends to come.

, A hike planned by Nick Hall for the
~hildren of USF faculty members was
'fermed a "grand success" by the 13
'children who went.
t Tn,ree students and two fac!-'lty .mempers, Dec Vander Meulen and Evelyn
'{I'agliarini, went with the children on
~he two hour hike in t~e swamp and
':Woods behind the golf course.
,
: Highljghting the day was the dis-

.. i.NOTHER

speech acquainting the audience of approximately 100 students with the various drug
fainilies and the sources of
their derivation, as well as
their effects on the user.
A question and answer period followed the talk and the
students asked Russ about the
immediate and long range effects of LSD and marijuana.
RUSS SAID TOAl' at this
time there were po conclusive
studies available Qn .these
drugs and their effects, al·
though throughout his speech
Russ often referred to the
negative physical and mental
aspects of marijuana.
When asked w h a t he

CLERICAL
OPPORTUNITIES

The Center for Continuing Education at USF will host a national confei,:ence on Adult Degree Programs, under the sponsorship.of the College of Liberal Arts and the Board of Regents
Offi~, Jan. 28-30.
.
Educators who are involved with existing Adult Degree
Programs and tho!>e who are planning one, have been invited to
participate.
The formal agenda will be devoted to the search for ways
of strengthening the content of teaching and the future relationships be1'Veen Adult Degree Programs in the United States.
For further information write Dr . .Kevin E. Dearney, BIS
Adult Degree Program, Center for Continuing Education, or
call ext. 2403.

Y' ·. You Set The·Price
WeiSell The Book
-.,,--u:niversity Wide C
Sale
JI" Buy'?~ Ptl}'S Small FEE
.'

COLLEC'JION
DATES

DECEMBER 10, 11, & 12

.University Center, ·Rm. 167

BAY AUTO SALE-S' L.T.D.·-'.·.
USF's Import Headquarters

8-5 P.M.

AUTHORIZED, FRANCHISED
SALES, PARTS & SERVICE
~.G., AUSTIN, SIMCA, SAAB

~SlJB ARl/

,

~-........

.§

SALE
DATES ·

~

~I.~~~~~~~~~

~

- Complete book list available -

.JANUARY 5, &, & 7_·

.

University Center, Rm.167

~

,·

NOW AVAILABLE:
MGB'S, MGB GT'S,
.
MG MIDGET, AU$TiN SPRITES,
AUSTIN AMERICAS

8-5 ~:P~M.

SPECIAL PRICES TO ALL USF FACULTY AND
STUDENTS NOW! GOOD SELECTION OF TRADE
IN'S ALSO AVAILABLEII

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
AND
MERRY MOTORING ·

Pi·Sigma Epsilon
J

Where the Action Is
.

I .
11
11
, For your full color 29 x 45 Gentle Journey poster, ·
)
send
complete
name and address with $1.00 to Beniamino Cribari,
(
P.q.
Box 77147, San Francisco, California 94107.
·
.
.

.,

.

•J

.

.

BAY AUTO
SALES & SERVICE
LTD.
.
J
3500 F_lorida ·Av.e,

PHONE 223•4242

.~~

BOOK SALE
Sponsored by Student Governme nt -

...

}:-,;.:;...,..:./·'

SG To Sponsor
Business Luncheon
Student Government will
sponsor a joint Businessmen's
and Student Leaders Luncheon Thursday at 11:30 a.m. in
the UC Ballroom.
USF Pres. John S. Allen,
the deans of all USF colleges,
SG Pres. Steve Anderson, his
Cabinet, the Student Senate
and various other student
leaders, including presidents
of many clubs, councils and
Oracle representatives will attend the luncheon.

ANDERSON SAID the purpose of the luncheon was to
attempt to improve the rap-

port and communication between the University and the
Tampa Bay Area business
community, emphasizing the
need to develop an oriented
integration of this University
into community life.
Dave Forthuber, SG secreta,ry of External Affairs and
co-ordinator for the luncheon,
said he hoped the meeting
would dispel fears of student
dissension and uncooperativeness among the business leaders.
Following the luncheon, a
bus tours of the campus is

~NK&mi=sl
I

-

RESTAURANT

~

I

..I XMAS FIES·TA I
J
·L~~------I

COME ON IN!!

22nd & flETCHER AVE.

CHRISTIAN.SCIENCE
LECTURE
JAMES SPENCER
TOMORROW NIGHT
"WE CAN CHANGE .
OUR WORLD"

Dec. 4, 8 P.M. CTR. 248 N.

I

planned to more fully acquaint the guests with USF
facilities.
The SG also invited the
North Tampa Chamber of
Commerce, which recently
criticised USF dissent as being "Communist-inspired."

Review Seeks

Cover Design
The South Florida Review,
USF literary and artistic annual magazine, i~. asking for
cover and interior designs.
A cash award of $15 will be
given for the selected design.
It is hoped that campus artists will lend their talents to
devising an appealing cover
for the 1970 issue.
Artists will be given full
recognition for any designs
used.
Deadline for submission is
-Jan. 25, 1970. Send all designs
to Nan Hunt, editor of the
South Florida Review, in University Center 226.

College Receives
Second Grant
Tqe College of Education at
USF has· received a $16,000
grant to continue the second
year of a .p rogram providing
upgrading and certification of
vocational educators teaching
in Florida's correctional institutions.·
Dr. Clarence Collier will
continue to teach courses in
five Florida correctional institutions. Vocational instructors
in the institutions who a ttend
the classes receive college
credit toward eventual state
certification.
Collier wµl spend a ·portion.
of his time in the development
of appropriate instructional
aids for the correctional
teachers.
-The program began in Octnber 1968 under a grant from
the F lorida Division o f
Corrections.

.CSPECIAL'- - .
RAZOR CUTS $3.00
AT
THE

FRATERNITY -HOUSE
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

BE ORIGINAL!
GIVE HER A COLLECTOR'S ITEM
FOR CHRISTMAS. EARRINGS
MADE FROM GENUl'E GOLD
PLATED INDIAN HEAD PENNIES.
EITHER PIERCED OR PIERCED
LOOK. ORDER EARLY. LIMITED
SUPPLY. SEND $2.98 PLUS 25c
MAILING CHARGES. MONEY REFUNDED WITHIN 10 DAYS OF RECEIPT IF NOT SATISFIED. J. O'RIELY, P.O. BOX 248, RIVERVIEW,
JLA. 33569
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Two Traffic Resolutions
,,, Presented To legislature
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An attempt -is being made to
obtain a site on the USF Campus for a new Museum of
Science and Natural History.
The present museum is located on a secluded, mossdraped lot off Nebraska Avenue in Sulphur Springs.
Its four cabins are no longer
sufficient to house the expanding collection of relics, art
works, and museum pieces,
nor provide the facilities
needed for proposed museum
programs, including classes in
such areas as astronomy, or. nithology, natural history, and
ecology, Dr. Clyde T. Reid
said.
Reid, the museum's director, said a location on the
USF campus is the preferred
choice for the new museum.
HE SAID IF a 25-30 acre lot
were to be donated, funds for
the construction of the museum could be obtained fromoutside sources, such as county, state, and federal governments.
Efforts thus far to obtain a
site have failed,
1 USF land
Reid said. An appeal directly
to USF Pres. John S. Allen
was ineffective because approval for a campus site must
come first from the County
Planning Board. The proposal
has been brought before it but ·
no action has been taken.
Reid said hopes for the new
museum now hinge upon public support. Interest must be
voiced to stimulate action by
the County Planning Board.
The only current active support is from the Friends of
the Museum, a group of about
a hundred people working
with the museum.
ALTHOUGH PROVISIONAL
plans for the new, $2.5-million
museum have already beeQ
drawn, they will remain untouched until land site is approved. Museum officials say
the necessary support can be

a

found to help build a new Mu:
seum of Science and Natural
History.
If proposed plans are completed, it would be, according
to Reid, a "credible and
recognizably outstanding museum that would serve museum and educational purposes
for the youths and adults of
Hillsborough County."

Philosopher
Teaches New
Course Otr. H
Professor W. A. Suchting
from the University of Sydney
(Australia) will be visiting
professor of philosophy during
Quarter II (1969-70).
He is a specialist in the Philosophy of Science, and.he has
pQ.blished extensively in many
philosophy journals on such
topics as time, space, causali· ty, scientific laws, etc.
HE WILL TEACH PHI 507
(Plri4>sophy of Science)
MTVf/R period 6, and PHI 405
(Contemporary Philosophy ~
which will emphasize MODERN VIEWS OF ,CAUSALITY) MTWR period 4.
Emphasis in Plil 507 will be
placed upon the clarification
of the notion of "Theoretical
reduction," i.e., the replacement of one scientific theory
by another one that explains
the same observable phenomena.
Reductive m odels, including
those of Nagel, Quine, Kemeny, 2nd Oppenheim, will be
discussed and criticized, and
the general problems of
reduction -in the natural sciences will be brought into
focus.

A resolution was introduced
before the Student Government (SG) legislature by LibRepresentative
Arts
eral
Bili Humphries that would
propose a solution to the present' traffic problem at the new
intersection on the main entrance and exit road into the
University.
This intersection which· now
handles all the major traffic
flow of ears through out the
University is, during peak
rush hours highly congested
and capable of potential
major traffic accidents:
THE RESOLUTION would
request the university administration and the State Road
Dept. to install a four-way
traffic light system that would
electrically control the flow of
traffic and thus alleviate the
major possibility of accident
and potential fatality.
A second resolution, also intraduced by Humphries, has
two main points, that would,
if implemented, change the
present parking situation in

black colleges and universities are having an even more
trying time. F or more than a
quarter of' a century the United Negro College Fund has
worked to provide young
black students with a firstrate education to enable them
'to do their thing' towards a
better world."
TODAY, THE UNCF's 36
member schools have become
qne of the most impor tant single sources of education for
young black men and women.
With a current enrollment of
more than 45,000 students,
their graduates include ·nearly
85 per cent of the nation's
b l a c k physicians, threequarters of all the country's
· Ph.D.'s and many of the top
leaders of the black community.
Currently in its 1969 fu nd
THIS YEAR'S a:p peal _is drive, the United Negro Colbeing made to more than 4,000 lege Fund has set a national
colleges, uniyersities, profes- goai of $7.5-million. The •
sional schools, junior colleges money raised is earmarked
and private secondary schools for scholarships and other fithroughout the country.
nancial-aid programs for stuIn making the -announce- dents, for faculty salaries, for
ment, Mrs. Pate added, "If teaching equipment, libraries '
colleges a re experiencing dif- and · for continued developficulty financially these _:days, ment of remedial programs. ,

THE FIRST POINT of the
r esolution would change the
present pai:allel- parking and .
The second point of the restwo-way . traffic of the oval
driveway. in front of the UC to olution would take away the
·diagonal parking and ·a one- staff parking spaces in both
adjacent lots beside the UC
way street.
and give them to students for .
This would create approx- · · parking.·
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Specialists in Accounting and Data Processing Personnel for alm,:,st 15 yea rs no\11 bring the same
-"award winning national service" to the Florida West
Coast.
The FANNING Accounting & Data Processing Dept.
is directed 'by a Flo.r ide Certified Public Accountant
who will give you complete & confidential professional service.
Contact your FANNING ,f inancial specialists.
Phone 229-7731
514 N. Frankli~ St., Tainpa
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NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
WESTS.HORE PLAZA
,

.

DOWNTOWN : 705 FRANKLIN ST

great gift
and fashion
values.

.
.
.
.'

Glamour Sheer Panti-Hose
Lern er -own -brand nylon mesh.
Smooth·fittin g, long wearing. Gift-right. New f ashion shades.

2 prs:3.50, 1.79 pr.

·

cantrece® Nylon Panti-Hose ·

·

·

·

·

1.99 pr•.

Everyone loves Lerner Shops ...
because w~ shimmer merrify
in every nook with many more
exciting g ift values! See robes,
lingerie, sleepwear, blouses,
sweaters, stockings, smart
accessories! .

ANN WINN
FLORAL SHOP

2209 (. FLETCHER
TAMPA, FLORIDA
PHONE 971-5947
RES. 949-4653

j

BRITTON PLAZA SHOPP ING CENTER

5.99 to 8.99

\

~

514 tf. FRANKLIN STREET. TAMPA. FLORIDA 33602

~~w ashable acetate-nylon crepes
to give or keep for your very own.
Long sleeve favorites, in bright
holiday colors. Sizes 32 to 38

ADD an· extra note of color

,/"'1/ ~

f

PERSONNEL OF TAMPA, INC.

* Crepe Blouses & Shirts

to your Yule Festivities·

imately three times the available parking spaces plus•alleviate the present hazardous
conditions of potential traffic
accidents.
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Ua:,ited Negro Fund
Seeks Financi'al Aid
NEW YORK CITY - An appeal for support on behalf of
the-~ United Negro College
Fund is being made again to
college and university students across the country, according to Martha B. Lucas
Pate, chairman of the Fund's
College and School Division.
Citing the latest cen:;;us bureau statistics, which show a
marked increase in black student enrollment, Mrs. Pate
said, "because of this important development, much of
the burden of educating these
students will be on black colleges.
In order to help alleviate/
this' burden I'm calling upon
students of the nation to help
make this trend a success by
supporting the College F und
and its 36 member schools."

the immediate area of the
University Center (UC).

\
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Pin Litting: Tragic Flaw

A

••

; On Nov. 4, Mrs .. Peggy Apgar
t>inkle received a standing ovation
~ ter · addressing a Panhellenic
i onvocation on "What is wrong
i,,ith the Greek image at the Uni- .
~ersity of South Florida? "
:: Mrs. Dinkle was invited to
Speak on that subject because PanQellenic realized that something
was definitely wrong. When Mrs.
IDinkle
was. president
of Panhellen•
.
if two years ago she made several
recommendations on what changes
she thought should be undertaken.
! Gail Malcolm, present president
of Panhellenic, said that two years
~go Panhellenic was not ready tor
.c hange, but the events of this year
within Panhellenic (primarily the
declining participation in rush)
had made the organization r ealize
that change was necessary if the
Greek system at USF was to suryive.
'. The Greek system was built on
high ideals in a time when ideals
took on a very limited segment of
the society. But times have
~hanged and so have ideals.
: Mrs. Dinkle realizes that bigotry has no place in the Greek system today. She recommended that
the color prejudices be lifted for
r eal. Presently the constitutions of
each Greek organization on campus has no racial ban nor do they
discriminate against color in any
way. But this has been on paper
only.
: Mrs. Dinkle also stressed the
importance of being local. We believe, along with her, that it is archaic to follow a recmnmendation
system that requires a rushee be

approved by the Alumni before she ,
can be pledged.
Since' the national is not relevant to the local, the Greeks shoulg
reevaluate the importance and the
dominance of the national. She put
it very simply, "Look at your Constitutions, your by-laws, ·your national policies, and then bury the
·
things in them that are dead!"
But perhaps in the eys of some
she said it too simply. To some,
maybe saying it at all was a
crime. In any case, Mrs. Dinkle
was disassociated from Chi Omega
national as a result.
This is no longer a question oi
relevancy. It has even gone beyond
the power balance or . imbalance
'between the national and the local.
The Dinkle controversy is an
example of attempted limitation of
freedom of. expression guaranteed
not only Bill of Rights of the United States Constitution but also required of each organization recog- EDITOR:
· I am an1Israeli student and through a
nized at USF.
The Board of Regents Operat- friend of mine I got the issues of "Orawhich dealt with the Arab-Israeli
ing Manual specifically states, that, cle"
conflict. I regard it as laudable that the
"Freedom of expression • • . shall paper gave an Arab student the opportunot be in any way prohibited or nity to present hi~ point of view and . I
abridged.';
hope you will grant me the same priviWe feel that the suppression the lege.
Though disliking quarreling about the
national attempted to place on
Mrs. Dinkle shows very ..clearly past and: preferring to deal with practiwhat Mrs Dinkle was saying is cal solutions of the present I have to
deal with ·Ghazi's historical analysis.
true.
,
Ghazi
is right in calling Zionism a "pollWe hope that <the controversy
will cause a reevaluation of the
Greek system at this University
and around the nation.
We know that the Dinkle case
will set a precedent at this University and that rights will b~ upheld.

Israeli Student Strikes ,Back,
Palestinian · Jews Persecuted

Panhellenic
Expresses
-Own Views
I

Peace On Earth ·-

~-t.

As the holiday seaso;i draws near, people once
again begin to_set aside time to rnflect on what :t he
year ·has meant.
Little kids still put up stockings, leaving ~k- ·
ies and milk and an orange on the living room table
for Santa Claus.
The snow-white.sea gulls chatter excitedly, hovering .above the winter tourists, who tease them with
popcorn and peanuts and bread. And the air becomes electric.
Groups of people go . around carolling, and, get
together afterwards .to talk and sip hot chocolate.
Stores are crammed with. people trying to get
.the last-minute shqpping done, and loudspeakers
alternate between choruses of "Hark The Herald An, gels Sing" and announcing a sale on erector sets
in aisle "B."
.
But one feeling seems to drift through the air stronger than any other.
···
While we are buying toys for kids and ties for
uncles, a tiring, senseless war rages.
But still we hope, perhaps this year more- than any
other.
"There is only one man, and his name is all men."
Peace.
·

Chamber Of - Commerce:
'An Extra Wart'
A vituperative North Tampa Chamber
of Commerce came "to the aid" of Pres.
Allen last week. In a resolution which
dripped. venom from its breath, the'
Chamber put -an extra wart on the frog
of University-community relations, and
widened the Town and Gown gap.
They upbraided Americans for allowing " such Communist-inspired students, some faculty members and other
revolutionary groups to almost succeed
in bringing disgrace and disruption to
our higher educational system."
They said Allen is "constantly harassed iby a minority group of militant
students and recalcitrants whose only
purpose is to· disrupt and disorganize others with their verminous thoughts and
propaganda in the hope of overthrowing
our American educational system."
Many questions come to mind. One : if
we would overthrow our American edu1
cational system; where would we throw
it?
We can only feel that the only place
,ve can throw it (at leas t here) is to the
aggrandizers of educational progress and
m aturation, to those who feel for the future and recognize the need of the people.
Maybe the Chamber feels that every-

11.~!g

thing backward is traditiop and everything that rings of progress is Communist.
But USF Student Government Pres.
Steve Anderson made a gopd move. He
invited members of the Board to meet
\vith students to discijSS the controversial
issues _generated by.our "communist inspirees."

. " A. sorority is not "a nucleus about
which to revolve," but rather "a base
from which to radiate." The fraternal
system ,is a primary, voluntary organization. We strive for the promotion and execution of constructive goals • • • welfare, cultural,. and intellectual programs.
Yet false . contentment and apathy can
kill any system.
For this reason we · realize selfevaluation is both necessary and inuninent. We must be flexible to ineet the demands of -modernization. We realize the
formal system of rush is both ineffective
and unrealistic.
SISTERS AND rushees, placed under
the strain of . formality became china
dolls- of facade. Therefore, we have re•
moved the dying formality and regulations to create a liberal system under
which sorority women are free to relax
and discuss those opinions and ideals
vital to individl!.-ality and sisterhood.

We seek to enhance individualism and·
cooperation, both of which are necessary
to create a world of peace.
·
We take pride in our individual organizations. We take pride in our Panhellenic. We are evaluating our worth. Although we were founded for women's
rights, we have become in the past trio
socially oriented. We have been selling
our trophies and parties. Yet, we find
that sometimes these trophies tarnished
and memories faded.

J>ANHELLENIC is undergoing selfevaluation to assure that the fraternal
system retains' its relevancy, meeting
the demands and needs of society.
'EXECUTIVE BOARD
Panhellenic Council
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wanted to live side by side with them be- · rights of the Palestinian Arabs to share
tical movement."
with them the land of Palestine.
Ii is as political as the Arab national
cause both people have a historical right
to that country. Ghazi mentioned that
mq.vement and both since their historical
,The Palestinian's mandate to the
roots and legitimacy. The Jews were ex- · the Jews "boycotted ·Arab labor" and
League of Nations which supported the
founded !'militant organizations."
pelled from their land of origin and for
• foundations of a Jewish state included
hundreds of years they were persecuted,
present day Israel and Jordan. In 1923
The truth is .that the Jews did not
degraded and slaughtered in the ChrisTtansjordan was i:orn away and the
want to be compared •to colonial settlers
tian and Arab world reaching a climax
Jews did not object: In 194.7 the U.N. deand they refused to exploit "cheap"
in the killing of six millions by Nazi
cided to divide the rest of Palestine,
Arab labor because they warited to reGermany.
west of the Jordan, between the Jews
build their homeland by themselves.
and the Palestinian Arabs. The Jews acIt it natural and human that a nationThe "militant organizations" were decepted the compromise, the Arabs anal liberation movement of the Jewish . fense organkations founded, after Arabs
swered with war and invasion.
people was founded to liberate them
- incited by feudal landlords fearing the
once and for all from persecution and. impact of the progressive Jewish pioneers
The U.N. decided in 1947 to found a
Palestinian Arab State · in a portion of
suppression. That is what Zionism was
on their own society - started to murder
and is -all about. The Jews wanted a
Palestine. Even after 1948-1949·war, JorJewish settlers. For American consumpJewish state in our old homeland for the
dan
and·Egypt did not let the Palestinian
tion Ghazi uses the word segregation,
dispersed and persecuted Jewish people.
Arabs
found their own state in -the Arab
but · there never was a.pd is no segregaportion of Palestine. They anneired it
Historically a certain Jewish population today between Jews and Arabs in Is·
(West-Bank) or held it as military occution always lived in Palestine and the exrael.
pied
territory.(Gaza-Strip).
pelled Jews never gave up the hope to
Although·: an Arab State never exIf
there is no Palestinian Arab state,
return. The_ rebuilding of the Jewish
isted in PaJestine and the Arab populathe complaints have to go to Cairo and
5tate after 2000 years is an unprecedenttion there at -the ·beginning of the Zionist
Amman, not to Jerusalem. We Jews
ed.event in the history of mankind and it
immigration was small (many Arabs
don't mind the Palestinians to ha,ve their
took place because it was a crying necame to Palestine between 1918-1948
state in a part of Palestine, if tney also
cessity.
·
from neighbouring countries because of
recognize our right to exist as an in1ethe prosperity Jewish pioneering brought
The returning Jews did not want' to
pendent state in a •part .of our common
to Palestine), the Jews never denied the
expel any Arab living in Palestine, they
homeland.
The Arab refugee problem was a result of the Ara!b initiated wars and invasions. Wars create, all over the world,
refugee problems. The first to blame are
-those who start the wars. Ghazi did not
mention the 700,000 Jewish refugees from
which no,longer serve a purpose; initiE1,te
EDITOR:
·
the
Arab countries because it would conthose which meet a current need.
On Nov, .4, Mrs. Peggy Apgar Dinkle
tradict
his statement, that Jews in Arab
SORORITIES SHOULD be concerned
addres.5ed a cot#erence of all sorority
countries were not persecuted.
with
involvment
of
people
with
people.
women on the need to update current naEven · today Jews are hanged in Iraq,
Kappa Alpha Theta is striving to· develop
, tional programs. Delta Rho Chapter of
jailed in Egypt and starved in Syria,
programs which lead to total participaKappa Alpha Theta supports Mrs. Dinonly because they are Jews. We abtion - reaching outside of ourselves to
' kle's speech and appreciated her con.
sorbed the Jewish refugees, the Arab
A
sororithe
campus
and
to
the
world.
cern for the welfare of the Greek system
states kept the Arab refugees in inhuty's
strength
rests
within
its
individual
atUSF.
/
man camps for 20 years as political
members, in their ability to appraise
pawns.
current issues, and meet the demands of
As Kappa Alpha Theta's newest chapthe time by becoming involved. We deRefugee problems existed · in India
ter, we respect Theta's l{X) years of herifend and uphold the right of each sister
and Pakistan, Turkey and Greece, Gertage , and traditions. At the same time
many and Poland and only for the Arab
to act and speak as an individual.
Theta must link the centuries. Tradition
ref.ugees there was no solution because
LINDA ANDERSON
must not retard growth or prevent a'
president the Arab states valued political expedichange in emphasis. We must constantly
ency more than ~lementary humanity.
reexamine our policies; discard those
Kappa Alpha Theta
Ghazi's main theme is the "resistance
movements." The word resistance
implies a defense against suppression,
but these . groups don't want to liberate
territories occupied during the 1967 war
(they can get them anyhow for permaBeing products ·of the traditional Am•
the direction and future of this institution
nent
peace) but they want to "liberate"
erican educational system, we often tend
cannot be overemphasized. It is essential
the whole of Palestine. That means the
to judge success and progress in terms
to adapt to changing needs and circumdestruction of Israel and its population.
of tangibles. We look at our University
stances, and in doing so, the University
and ask what seeable, touchable .things it
Senate has laid the ground work for
There never was a national liberation
can provide for us. This is not necessaritruly effective communications in the fumovement whose aim was the liquidation
ly wrong, and the University of South
of an.other nation. Israelis are not fightture.
Florida is certainly providing those tang•
ing
for retaining a colony but for their
But above all else, the changing attibles in many areas.
own existence and survival.
itude of the student body is encouraging.
The Palestinian Liberation OrganizaThe number of concerned, active students
During Quarter I for instance, we
tion (P.L.0.) led by El-Fatah leader Y.
is increasing rapidly, and .Student Govhave seen dorm regulations liberalized,
Arafat was fpunded by the Arab states
ernment is beginning· to function as it
the mandatory on-campus residence age
long before the 1967 war as a further "irshould.
There
is
an
electricity
among
the
reduced to 19, and the mandatory food
regular"
army fighting· against Israel.
students
now.
It
is
growing
and
cannot
policy revised. Our Black studies proAll these groups denounced the U.N. res·
gram has begun, our Disadvantaged be stopped.
olution of November 1967 because it
Loan Fund is developing, and our athThis is not'to imply that all is well;
•
called for a recognition of Israel's right
letic program is expan,nng. The Unithat our troubles are over and that there
to
exist.
versity Senate has restructured · itself
shall never be another tense, moment at
i fully agree ,with Ghazi that the conin. an attempt to provide an effective
USF. Recent events have made quite
troversial
point is not -territorial, it is the
communications system at USF, and we
evident the depth of distrust, misunderrefusal
of
both the Arab States and the
are now well on our way toward an allstanding, and bitterness at our ,Universi•
"resistance
movements" to concede the
ty.
.
university constitution. We have witJews the· right to live in peace in their
nessed our largest enrollment, the comThere are those who condemni!tudent
own state.
.
pletion of important new buildings, and
and faculty leaders as militants bent on
Ghazi
praises
the
use of little children
the beginning of others. We have inthe disruption of the educational system.
for terrorist activities. Have the Arabs
itiated improvements in oµr outdated
There are those who believe that change
not enough manpower? We are few but
curricula and have expanded · our acais non-American, and that those who adwe did not misuse our childen. And .
demic programs,
vocate change are also non-American.
what is heroic in murdering civilians in
· But this is not a thorough method of
There are those who exploit the silence
planes, restaurants, schools and buses?
determining the success or failure of an
of the majority for their own objectives.
Ghazi condemns the Beirut raid in which
institution. It is the attitudes and motiIt is simple to take the easy way out;
only planes were. destroyed without menvations of the University which most
to close our eyes and ears to the need
tioning that . it was a retaliation for the
clearly indicate its direction.
for change, and to close our minds to the
murder of innocent civilians. Are human
possibility that our policies and objecI have been extremely pleased to see
lives less . imp~ant than insured
a serious and concerted effort on the tives might be unwise. It is easier yet to planes??
_
shrug off those who seek change as an
part of many university personnel to imWe don't like the killing and the war,
unpatriotic, militant minority, and to
. prove the programs, facilities and mebut for 2000 years Jews were slaughtered
claim the. support of the silent majority.
chanics of our university. Attempts are
and did not have the means for defense.
being made to upgrade our registration
Controversy is inevitable at a great
That has to be sropped and it will.
process, our student services, and most
.
BENNI NEUBERGER
university. We have .had our share, and
important, our educational system. CerForest Bills, N.Y.
we have all made mistakes along the
tainly there is a need.
way. There will be more controversies at
USF, and there will be more mistakes.
Benni Neuberger
Of tremendous importance this Quarter was the Senate Controversy. Perhaps
But that is healthy, and to stifle it is to
c-o Mendel
68-52 Groton Street
the most important single event to occur
stifle the university.
STEVE A.. ANDERSON
in USF's recent history, its effect upon
Forest Hills, N.Y•.
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·The Rathskeller: A Reality? ·
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(From Page 1)

$5,000 for matching funds. The
USF Foundation Fund added
$1,000 plus $5,000 in matching
The much-talked about USF ; Plans include renovatio~ of dents, a pub-like atmosphere financial status. They failed · funds. Alpha Phi Omega do•
Rathskeller is still intact after the south · dining ·. hall in the so~,n replaced th~ as the main to do this until about the time ·: nated $150 aljld Zeta Beta Tau
forging its way thro4gh Quar- . University · Center (UC). The purpose of the Rathskeller. · the beer issue was resolved. offered its services in- conAfter that, Andrew Rodgers ducting a campus-wide contriter I. The proposed facility ..room will feature a stage and
Beer became the main ob• said he. didn't think NCSC bution drive.
has met obstacles at every dance floor surrounded by
turn, but has · surmounted booths, .. tables, and chairs. jective of the . Rathskeller . would be interested ~ny' longei:.
·
Anderson said he is solicitthem.
The menu and decor will be Committee. But a small mat•
ter
staod
in
the
w~y
a
state
UC
ing
help from faculty memDuring
this
time,
th~
For three years the Rath• _European.
law banning the sale of alco• Program Council held two bers, and has plans to go to
skeller was just an idea, then
These were .t he original holic beverages within 2500 special meetings . . The meni- community . busipesses and
an architect's drawing. But plans drawn up by King last · feet of tlie USF campus.
hers listened to Miss Rutledge ·
when students return Quarter year. The ;Rathskeller ,was to
at the first one and voteci"to .. b\lsinessmen for help.
Andrew Rodgers, USF BusiII, they should see the Rath- be a place for students to
table the issue until NCSC · "The Go;ernor's office is
, skeller as a physical reality. meet friends, .. ~a,ve something . ness Manager, sent numerous sent its report.
thinki1:g of using ou_r pro~am
letters to the state capital to
Miss Rutledge said Rodgers a_s a p~lot ~rograrn 1~ co~Junc:
"Everything is on target to eat, and -have fun . The Uni- obtain a ruling· on the law.
told her he did not foresee use · . t10n with .its Organizat10.n of
and work will commence over versity Center ,l?rogram Colin~
· Finally, in the first week of
holidays," ~ymond Kin~, ,. cil would use the club as a 'November, State Attorney of the facility _until 1970. She · S°:ldent Concern," 1nderson
Drrector- of Housmg and Fopd ·, place to present its,programs.
General Earl Faircloth ad~ gave. the impression that ._sa1_d_._ _ _ __,__ _ __
Services, said assuringly. '
~But, in the minds of solll!t stu~
vised that the law did indeed Rodgers wasn't receptive to
· say no beer and unless the the idea of an outside food ser•'
FANNING 'RESENTS
the la\y ,was changed, USF vice and that he planned to do ·
.
SECRETARIAL SALON .
ARE YOU
would have no beer in the nothing apout ·NCSC.
At the next meeting,
A NEW concept i11 plactmtnt ser·Rathskeller. ·
vicH ior today's career-minded soc•
da,ys later, Rodgers refuted
retary who seeks ■ HP"rior position
The law seemed discrii:nina-. some of Miss Rutledge's
••• a superior co ••• aH. a superiUNACCEPTABLE? UNDECIDED?
or placemt•t service to assist her In
. tory, though, since the UnF · statements. He said "I did not
locating Tampa's finest position,.
ver.sity of Florida and the : say the 'Rathskeller would not
Try vs soon and you'll see why we
University
of
West
·
Florida
be in operation until next
are th•
•
• •
I
ST. TIM'S INVITES YOU ·,
both 'serve beer. Rqdgers said year
.. •I said we think there is
AWARD WINNING ,AGENC
i
that the ;law was local, howev- ,enough money · set aside to
FELLOWSHIP • COMMUNICATiON·· .
er, ·a.!ld .that laws like this are complete the renovation. How.
.
. THURSDAY EVENING ..;. 7:oo':,
numerous.
ever, . if we start- and run ,
The Award Wlnnlilf Agency
514 N. Franklin
229-7731
A;nother question . the Rath- short, I can assure you the
skeller faced was that of an rest of the money will be
outside food service. National forthcoming by July of 1970.
C o 1 f e g i a .t e Service Corpo- But we .would operaJe the club
,ration (NC i:; C) . expressed with what we bad.
strong interest in "the USF . Rodgers also said NCSC had
Rathskeller, especially. con- inquired -about the Rathskeller
-cerriing beer. .NCSC sent rep- and there was • nothing he
rei;entatives · to USF . during could do until they submitted
the summer who met with what he had asked for. It took
, \
Raymond King, but were not NCSC .from the beginning of
received very cordially, ac•. tpe summer to the first of Nocording to Mary Margaret vember ,to do this . .
NCSC had at first offered to
Rutledg~.
member ·of the
· ■nd .
finance
up to $100,000, but the
Rathskeller Committee.
· SOMETHING NEW
proposal finally . ,submitted
King told NCSC that they made no mention of this. . .
DRESSES
would · have to construct anSo now the Rathskeller is
BAGS .- SCARVES
other building because the ·uc
back where it started. 'No
already had l!- food service, beer and no 'outside ·group.
BIKINI PANTY HOSE
and
services could not op• J~st a place to eat, ·meet
j!rate in the $!me building.
friends, and ,have fun and the
S.HO~S
'
. .NCSC was also asked to Program Council will have a
· I submit their credentials and
. '
place to present programs.
Beer would be nice. The
majority of USF students
over 21 and deserve the right
to beer on campus. But students can only hope and pray
soip.e one up there in Talla. hassee will hear their pleas
and change the law. Until
then, there's always the
Brown Bottle and the Hospi•
t~p,Ho~e.
.

.BY VICKI SMITHSON

Anderson said the need for
Anqerson said students who
the program 'is great because . drop out .of school because of
' J•
· "many of the trqly disadvan- financial troubles usu a 11 y
taged Students never.complete never get back into school,
their freshman -term, primari- making it impossible to be as
ly because they are unable to productive in the economy, as
receive or maintain the assis- they woul!l, be if 'they had
tance they need."
been able to stay in school

PROTE.C TNE LIFE
Has n·one A Lot .0£
Gradua.te Study

two•

.

Adcock-Moore & Associates
,Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415. f1riner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609 J
Tel: .877-8391

FANNING

971-8525 ·

and complete their educations.
"The Fund is meant to help
those students who most need
assistance, Anderson . said.
"We are very confident we
will be successful in providing
necessary assistance on a student-help student basis." -

And we've come up with some 'pretty important information . .For example, we know that colleue men are' in the
. best health period-of their 1ives, that they have a greater
life expect::i,ncy, and that they will command greater incomes in Jess hazardous occupations than most · people,
And b~cause. of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for- college men. It's called
the Protective •Life Cbllege Senior Plan. and · offers exceptional benefits · at : preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death : •disabililY., .and ·a protected insurabiliw
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war excl usion
· clairse, offers full a.viatio·n, coverage, and becomes completely paid up at normal retircmen't' age, Also. premium
deposits 1pay .be deferred ttntil earn ings increase.
Get full details .from the·se Coll ege Representatives:
Johnny R. Adcock
'. ·
James I. Montgomery, Jr.

th:

UNCOMMITTED?
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.PROTECTIVE lIFE iNSURANCE COMPANY

872-~0274·
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"

Tcike a.look at c3ny,

DAIS• & discover

all the extras you :get

two

.

'

'

:at 110 extra cost.
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' 11·.1
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:(HECK u·s·OUT BEFORE THE (HRISlMAS RUSH
·• · Coed Living
..• Heated Pools
•
•
•
•

Air Co~ditioned • Convenien9e
Lounges with TV on Each Floor
Semi~Private Bath
15 and 20 Mt:;als Per Week Plans

UNIVERSITY APPROVED
'
RESIDENCE HALLS

PH. 971-9550.

.

'

FONTANA·HALL
.

ON FLETCHER
ACROSS FROM U.S.F.

I

.

·,

.DE·SOTO·
HALL
·,

REMEMBER -CHRIST
j

THIS -CHRISTMAS
THE
EXCHANGE BANK
of

TEMPLE TERRACE
WishesYouA
\

MERRY CHRISTMAS
ANDA

HAPPY NEW YEAR

9385 - 56th ST~

.Extras like a radio and tachometer in our sports .cars,
whitewalls on all models, super efficie_nt over,head
cam engines, disc brakes, full vinyl.upholst~ry. deluxe
wheel covers, locking gas caps, undercoating and
many more. All included in our list price. Compare
the Datsun line to any other line. You won't-find anything like it. With Datsan, you 'lf discover you ·get
more luxury... more extras, much more .car for your
money! That's why we say, in 1970 .••
Drive a Datsun, then decide.

THE SOUN·D MOVE

DATSUNQ
SEDANS ·• WAGON • PICKUP • SPORTS CARS

FELLOWS:MOTOR CO.
813 W. KENNEDY Ph. 253-3106

Computer Football At USF Why Not?
By JEFF MILLER
Sports Edit.or

On Sept. 3, an article ap-

peared in a Miami newspaper
telling of an idea that some
local men had ·pondered. The
idea was to have a junior

Rankin.gs
1.Gables
, 2. Kenmore
· 3.Moeller
4.Erie East
5.Arlington

Super Bowl pamng off the. regulation game, probably to
two · besf high school football . be held in North Miami.
Since that time, the idea of
teams in · the nation. They
would play each other in a having Miami as a site ha-s diminished somewhat. Tampa
has fallen into the picture as
a new site for the match.
THE NATIONAL standings
were just released this week
and perennial champion Coral
Gables is the number one
team in the nation. The Cavaliers, untied and unbeaten in
nine games, are a very high
scoring outfit and very deep
.I
in talent So deep from year
to year that · quarterback

junior _super
bow·1

Terry McMillan of Orange there are only two things that
Bowl bound Missouri never really matter - football and
rose higher 'than third-string winning.
while he was attending the
The Kenmore ·West Bulldogs
Coral Gables plant.
are also deeply dedicated to
In the number two position excellence, but they accomis Kenmore West High School plish their goals in such unorof Buffalo, New York. ,The
thodox ways that fo otball purBulldogs are undefeated and ists rage in · frustration at
untied after eight games and thei.It-success,
currently ranked number one .
An actual game this year
in the Empire State.
THE TWO TEAMS present has been ruled out because of
sharply contrasting styles of
play. The Cavaliers bring a
passionate commitment to tpe
game which . announces that

location difficulties but it has
been decided to match the
teams by computer. The computer to be used is located at
the Digital Products Corporation in Fort Lauderdale. . ,
THIS BRINGS OUT an interesting q u e s t i o n: Why
couldn't we at USF have computer football games against
such teams as Florida, Florida State, Qhio State, UCLA,

and other top rated teams.
The games could be broadcast
over WUSF and it would guarantee listeners.
The idea is not as farfetched as it sounds. Anyone
wishing to show his· support of
the idea, contact The Oracle
Sports Department · at 2619.
With enough support. Football
may yet be a reality at USF
before the year is ended.
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MILLER'.S
.HIGH-LIFE
By JEFF MILLER

.

Sports Editor

Shorts
Sports

We regret the error _
published
in last week's Oracle
co~cemh~g the ·Thanksgiving
Dinner served by the U_
niversity
Food Service. The dinner was
to have -been served in the U.C.
Cafeteria
not in Andros or
Argos as stated. We hope we

have not inconvenienced any
of you.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This column by Sports Edit.or Jeff Miller first
appeared in the North Dade Journal in Miami~ where Miller was
sports edit.or of that publication. It has been reprinted in The
Oracle due to popular demand.)

•••

Ah, the life of a baseball player. Just traveling around playing games. Never having to work for a living. Everything comes
to them on a silver platter.
·
These were my thoughts as I entered---the summer of my elevThe All-University Volley- enth year. I wantkd to be a professional ballplayer.
ball Champion w i 11 be
I FOUJ'fD OUT that being one isn't as glorious as it looks on
crowned towmorrow in the ·fi- television.
nals of a series of playoffs be'To quench my demand for action, I joined the Little League
tween the winners of the vari- and set off on my career as a ballplayer.
ous men's intramural volleyI was ready to go out and hit a home run to win the game for
ball leagues.
our team but my coach had other ideas. "You're going to exerIn a semi-final match to- cise every day until you lose that pot-belly," he said.
·
night at 7 :30, Phi Delta
"JU•..-oING
JACKS• Ready. Begm.
· One, ...
1u.c
uvo, th ree,. ugh ... "
Theta, the Fraternity Gold
"I don't think I can take this too much longer."
"Push-ups. Hit the dirt. Down. Up. Down. Up. You're going
League Champion, will take
on the winners of the Fraterni- to stay in that position until you can do it right. Hey you, Miller,
ty Green League.
with the glasses. Get your butt down."
Tomorrow night . at 7:30
·ur think I'm going to throw up."
WELL, PRE-SEASON practice finally ended and it was time
p.m. in the gym,· the winner
of tonight's match will play · for the coach to read off the names of the starting nine men. The
the winner of last night's others would not get to play that year unless one of the start~rs
match between the P .E. Ma- was injured. He read the names in alphabetical order.
jors and the Residence Hall . " Aldrich, Bates, Dunn, Friedman, Jones, Klein, Monahan,
Ch amp ion for the All- Peterson, and Zimmerman."
University title.
No Miller. Just a Klein and then a Monahan.
ALL THAT WORK and I would just be sitting on the bench
This will be the culmination
of the me!Y's I-M volleyball for the season, unless the first string r ightfielder had some sort
season, which saw over 30 of bad accident. (Don't get the wrong idea, I didn't have anything
teams take part during the planned.)
past seven weeks.
The first game came and went, as did our next 23. Our team
* * *'
did pretty well. We were first in our division and first in our disThe USF Sports Car Club trict. We went on to .the state tournament but lost, 18-3. I guess
will present a free movie, you might say I was with the team in spirit even if I only got to
"America's Greatest Chai- touch the ball during practices when I helped the pitcher warm
·
lenge - Sebring, Dayton;i," up.
't oday at 2 p.m. in CTR 202.
Now when I cover Little League b<!,Seball games I always
President Gary Brosch invites take my camera and notebook into the dugout and look for the
all interested persons to at- little kid in the corner with glasses. He might be a star reporter
tend the film.
someday.
· ·

---------------------------1-----------------~~[!l[]@J~

;'Invitational Meet
·Begi~s Saturday

IMPORT CARS

Free .

Free

Monogram
USF, with the sanction of
The r ace will begin at 11
_Gift
the Florida High School Ac- a.m. on the University course.
On All
Wrapping
tivities Association, will hold It is a rolling figure eight; enSweaters
its first annual Open Invita- tirely grass surfaced.
tional Cross Country meet , ~~~~~~~:'..:....---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Saturday.
i
The Invitational is open to
all state of Florida runners;
high school, junior college,
university, or unattached.
"The purpose of this meet is
to determine the State's top
runner," said USF cross country coach, Gil Hertz. "No
team tabulations will be
made."
The University will have
available thirty beds for participants on a first apply
basis. There are numerous
motels in the immediate area
and meals are available at
the University and at nearby
restaurants. The use_ of the
University gymnasium will be
made available also.

TAMPA'S
FINEST
IMPORT
SERVICE
OR
REPAIR
CENTER

SALES

\

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Marketing mDft to call an l op manage•ent.
To $14,000. Fee nt90I, •

FANNING
BUSINESS SYSTEMS .

SALES

THE ORIGINAL

Bus. Ad degree & sales aptitude all you ~eed,
Tampa locale. To $8,400 lee paid.

SPORTS -CAR - M.G.
'69 MGB'S
'69 MG MIDGET

extends ·<;t cordial in-µitation, girls
'only, to come in and select the
greates't Christmas gifts for all the
groovy guys on your shopping list
this year . . ·
Wednesday, ·December 3rd
6:00 p.m.-: 11:00 P.M.
,')0202 North 30th Street

, $AVE '69 MGB-GT
$AVE
$AVE '69 AUSTIN-HEALEY
SPRITE
$AVE

ASST. OFFICE MGR.

I ••••••• •.• ••• •..•••.•.•.••••·•••...•••..... ..••~ I
I ....... ~ ........................... ..........·.. I
NAME ••• ••• •• •••• ••• • ~ ••• I
II TYPE
. OF CAR
ADDRESS ...... . .... .. .. .. I
CARS
5804

Jr. DALE MABRY
PH. 884 8464

SALES TRA INEE
FANNING

f ;:,~~D-:;;;;,-;~;-:-·.-:-: ~-~ ~~.-:-: ~::•i

1---------- --------IMPORT

FANNING
SA LES

ADMINISTRATIVE

' ASK THE EXPERTS??

PHONE •• • •• • •• •• • •• ••• •••

MARKETING REP.
· lnt'I Co. seeks service rep. 2-3 yrs. college Great training, lampa lo,ole. Ta $7,800, let
negol!

Tampa Industrial firm seeks promotable sales
trainee. To $6,000, In n,gol.

'69. AUSTIN AMERICA'S
LOW, LOW DISCOUNT $AVINGS

I OWN •••••• • •• • •.••• -~••••

FANNING
SALE S-

1·

National Ca. has e1cellenl apply. fo r aggres•
sive college grad. Coit analysis, credit, budgeting, supervisory positions. To $10,200 lee
paid by co. $15,000 in two-three years as of.
Ii~• mgr.
ADMINISTRATIVE

UNDERWRITER TRAINEE
Great training with major ins. co. NOT SAlfS,
but management lraineeship! $7,000, 111
negol.

'
ADMINISTRATIVE

. FANNING

PERSONNEL ASSISTANT
Major institution is seeking personnel assist.
Trainee considered. To $6,000.

FANNING
PERSONN EL

Specialists In
Executive Trainees
514 N. Franklin

229-7731

Attitudes Toward PE .Class

RENT

Not As Bad As It Seems!
nomical to develop a skill in
PE class than if is to pay a
professional athlete for individual instruction.

By MIKE STROKER ,

·

Sports Writer

At many schools a Physical
Education class is something
· to avoid. It usually consists of
militaristic instructors, drawn
out lectures, and tedious calisthentics. Students,,..generally
feel it is a waste of time.
There is -no reason to develop this attitude at USF. In
fact, the general cmi'sensus of
those students who have taken
USF's program is favorable.
Some students enlist in PE
courses beyond the r.equirement. It is much more eco-

ALTHOUGH THE USF program has yet to reach its maturity, it still is the best I've
seen to date. I have found
that its success can mainly be
attributed to the PE instruotors, namely Sam '· Prather,
Richard Heeschen, and Mary
Cheatham. These instructors
create a friendly atmosphere
which encourages student support of the PE program.
The program as it is now ofi

l

I

!

fers a variety of activities.
The first two courses consist
of lectures · and various exercises. The instructors try to
provide the students with information regarding physical
activity.
A swimming proficjency
test is offered to all students.
"There is a lot of water in
Florida, and there is a nee!! to
be able tot swim," said
Heeschen.
THE INSTRUCTORS TRY
to impr.ess on the students the
value of individual activity. It
is hard to round up twenty, or
·even ten, enthusiastic individuals for a game of football. ·
Students are also presented

ken ·down into smaller groups
next year.
The drudgery of going to
PE class is now something of
the past, at least for USF stud'ents.

with an opportu'lity to choose
a particular activity, such as
tennis or golf. This offers our
students more latitude than is
available in most PE programs. Students will be bro-

then

/

see us;.we've got them
''
1
QP~ MO~DAY /.HO Ull>J.Y JI~? P,M,

-~

MEN'~ W!JA!I!;

,

Two Store!!

1107 s. Dale Mabl'Y and 4641 w. Kenned)'
· ·
Blvd.in ':f~JDpa
"ft'mµst fit .righf to merit 11 Kirli!ls labd"

We hope all of you will continue to follow the sports
pages next quarter.

Eclucation Studied

·USF Students
Show Skills In
·Frisbee Match
.

Between ciasses for' lunch~ afte~ 'clas~~s tor dinn~r, for
dates, for fun • . • for the finest food at reasonable
prices, Morrison's new cafeteria, just miIJutes from ·the
Campus is THE ,PLACE! Why just "grab a bite", when you
can enjoy all the foo·as you like best at Morrison's?
\
.
t
----.
,
Aren't •you glad there's a neW-'Morrison's handy?

AIVIPLE FREE PARKING

clll$Sroom and •witl! p,hysical
n
education agtivitie§,
year at the j1,1niol) and senigr
high school level or bgth, . .
at
Presently students.
Lutz, Lois, llild :{tgbles El~
mentary Schools; Young a.nd
Van l3uren Junior - }llgp
Schools;, and Hillsborougl1
High School. Quarter ill gf
last year saw several students
who were interested in teaching the retarded placed at
LaVoy School.
·SUCH CONTINUOUS contact with chi!dren in a school
situation allows the soon-to-be
teachers to te~t, by application, theories learned in their
USF classes.
Tbe classes required · of
physical education majors are
a little ·.different from those
on would find in a traditional
program. Courses are integrated as much as possible so
that these· students can see
the relationship of the knowledges being studied to the
teaching of physical educa·
tion.

an~

are

,

Ltmch:

11:00 A:M. -

2:00 P.M.

Dinner:

4:00 P.M. -

8;00 P.M. ,

Expert
Racquet
.

Stringing

MORRISON'S CAFETERIA ·
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
30th St. at Fletcher
-also at 717 S. Dale Mabry Blvd. and Eastgate Shopping Center

;

Amateur frisbee throwers
from the University community will get their chance to
show their skills in · a Frisoee
Tournament.to be held on Saturday at 1 :30 p.m. on the
track and soccer field next to
,the Physical Education build.
ing.
. Teams of four persons will
com~te in 15-poin't frisbee
games, · ·a . ~•setback" . game,
: where the object will be to
throw the -frisbee over the opponent's goal line, and a
"rgund-the-trabk" C O n t e S t
based on time.
Rules for the tournament
mays be obtained at the In- ·
tramural Office in PED '·100.
. Teams and individuals may
enter the tournament by signing up in the I-M office or by
calling ext. 2125 no later than
noon Friday. _

/

SERVING HOURS

Party Nffds

tants
stoves

The Oracle Sports Department would like to wish all
our readers a happy holid~y
season. The time has come. to
. '
!!Ul!lb away all bathing snits
and whip out the snow skies,
unless you happen to be a
member of a polar club.

.TIIE . INTRODUC'.l'ION;'f of
movement education "fo tne"
pro1fo~m is not a:Il that is ne.w
for e.physical edqcation ~ajors
at USf. ·For the past ,- two
years siudents have begun -interning in Quarter I of tlieir
junior ,year. · They · usually
spend a year at the elementary levef, working both in the ·

t:,.OW IN UNIVER~~TY PLAZA

MIKE STROKER ·

From Sports St~aff

'· tion majors: a,re taking a Pe'!V
Jooli; at their prol)Q§oo prgfe:islcin. With the help of Dr. Pa(Jl}OITOR1S NOTE - Dr. tricia Tanner, new 19 the CoJ·
B(Jwer& i3 tJie Coordinator of . lege of Education teacb~
t Ju Professional Phys.teal preparatiop faculty this year-,
EdoQILUon Department in the students preparing ,tQ be physCollege of Education at USF. ical education teachers ar-e
In this srory, Dr. .Bowers re- exploring· a way of teaching
lates the background of move- which focuses on creativity of
ment education, just one of
the courses that a PE major _:t;:sr;~!e: and individuality
is reqml'!ld ro take wbUe
· The system, which is called
WOLklng for ll de~te,)'
movement e'~ucation, pro- 'Balance yolll'!lelf on three duces total class involvement
pain~ Qf !i!JPpqrt. Can you in activity, successful experibsl.lance yoQrSelf on two- points ences for all children, and
gf support? How many points self-directed student behavior.
of support ~lln you trunk of?
MOVEMENT EDUCATION
These Ate typi<Jal in~ruc- had its beginnings after World.
tiQ!l!!- given to cbildren wbo War II, when Rudolph Leban
are learning to be aware <1f founded the Art of Movement
the way ,tlteir bQQ.ies mov!!'. Studio in Manchester, ,EngHere at VSF, ph;ysica,1 educa. land. Although Leban was primarily interested in dance or
the · art form of movement
physical education teachers
took his course and began
'_a~plying it to their field.
I
· ,.Ruth Morrison, teaching at
I. M. Marsh"College in Liverpool, became interested1in the.application of space-ti\ne and
force-flow principles to gymnastics in seconpary I education, and this initiated the
later..trend to movement education. It was not long before
tile new methodology filtered·
. down ~ t)ie ~enient~ry lev~.

··MORRISON'S NEWEST!

RENT AT REASONABLE' RA TES
C■mJiBI

car.fop sleepers .
sleeping bags

PHONE
949-6891

i

ladders
wallpaper steamers

record players
silverware

Invalid end Health

di1he:1and gla:1H1

Plumbint Tools

1■wer snakes and augers

pip i cutteri
wrenches
pumps

Powered Tools
drills and routers
grinders

pa int sproyers

~offee percolators

air mattrenes

sanders i,,..
saws

Painters' Equipment

folding chairs
banquet tablH
punch bowls

traiier hitches

Coordinator, Prof. PE

th'e Mr~_Hick& casuals
ad in this Oracle issue

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR WORK AND PLAY

What's your need? What's yourjob? What's your pleasure?

Holiday Greeting .

,, Jy D:it. LOUIS BOWERS

see

RENTAL ,
CENTER.

lontem1

PE MAJOR
Movemen t -·

most an·ything
most anytime

l■ WII ■acl Ganie■

Toals

tillers and power rok■ s
mow8rs and edgen
lawn sweepers
lawn rollers

·Floor Caro Equipmoot
rug shampooers
floor polishers
sanders

vacuum cleaners

,

hospital beds
wheel chairs
crutches
walkers·
exercisers

Guest Needs
beds
cribs
play pens
TV s■ ts

A to Z Rental Center
RENTAL
Cl!NTl!R

1210 BUSCH BOULEVARD
TAMP-A, FLORIDA 33612
PHONE: 933-3904

JHIS CAN GET YOUR :

EAD TOGETHERI
-t,

i

't

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let lif,e let you down·
because of a silly head- ·
ache. Happiness is as far
awayasanAnacin3 bottle. ,
Anacin is twice as str.ong
in the specific pain reliever doctors ·recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacjn,.may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.
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MOORE OR LES
By Mary Ellen Mo~re
Sports Writer

Women's World
Includes Sports
"Oh, no! A girl sports .columnist!"
But why do you shake your heads in disbelief - still?
Haven't you been keeping up with all the breakthroughs females
have been making in the Wonderful World of Sports?
Well, neither have I really (after all, who reads the_sports
page?) But I have heard of the women jockeys, ice hockey
players, sky divers, etc.
Even such a confined area as USF has its share of women
with great achievements in. sporting events. ·
Take the intramural enthusiasts,,. After a rough game of
volleyball (or basketball, tennis, whatever), thes.e· athletic females run enthusiastically from the playing courts all the way
back to the dorm - then stop to take the elevator up to the
second floor. That has got to be a record for something!
Then there's the soccer lover who 'probably knows more
about the game (and the players) than Coach Holcomb does.
(Yes, Coach, there is a girl on the sports staff).
We ni.ustn't·omit the girl who started her own annual spoi;ting even - Sneaky Week! (Of course, she snuck the idea from
"Tumbleweeds", but we won't tell). In this inventive frame of
mind, she then proceeded to set an unbelievable record for the
number of sneaks she sneaked upon an unsuspecting person.
Keep it up, girls! Th~t•s the way the world gets its neurotics.
And let us cheer the dedicated little ex-high school cheerleader who continues to practice her cheers in front of the mirror, hoping desperately that USF will have an all-star football
team before her years as a ,potential cheerer-on-er are up. 'She
is certainly setting a record for persei'verence in the face of a
· hopeless (hopefully) cause.
How could we forget the girl that resembled a turkey ;iO
much, that last week she ran (or do turkeys fly?) at a recordbreaking pace from USF to Orlando and hasn't been heard ·
from since. Did somebody catch up to her, or is it that birdbrains aren't so small after all, and she remembere~ that people do gobble up turkey at Christmas, too?
But these are just the individual outstandees. The functional phys. ed. girls should all receive-medals for being able to
stand many hours of being poked, pinched, jabbed and insulted,
by their peers arid others. (And we didn'e even get credit for
.
it!)
During this course, a record was made for the number of
complaints received by the physical wrecks who took it. Seriously, Miss J. Cheatham, assistant professor of physical education, should be commended for her ability to smile in the face
of danger. When you've got hundreds of girls glaring belligerently at you as you tell them what exercises are required of
them - that's danger. And when you dare to turn your back on
them to demonstrate the exercise - that's courage that should
not .go unrecognized.
So, Miss Cheatham and you other female sports lovers,
wherever you may be, this column salutes you! You've got a
good thing going.
But, all good things must come to an end, so ... that's all .
folks!
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Here They Are Folks,
IM Sta.nclings, Results
Football

standings as of
Fraternity Gold

SAE
Sigma Nu
Phi Delta Thea!
TKE
ATO
TEP
Pi Kappa Alpha
Frat~rnity Green
Theta Chi
OTO
Lambda Chi Alpha
Kappa Phi
ZBT
Kappa Sig
Sigma Phi Ep

Nov.

24 :
4+0
3·1-1
3-2-1
2-2-2
2-3-1
2-4--0

1-4•0
5·1--0
4-1-1
4-1·1
3-2-0
2•4•0
1-5-0
0-5-0

Beto League
~E
1W
3W
2W
Ground
2E
IE

7.(1.0
6-2-0
4-3·1
4•3·1
4-5-0
3.4.1

2-5-1
0-5-1

4W
3E
Alpha League

4-0-0
4-1--0
2·2-1
2-2-1
1-3-0
0-5-0

4W
3E
3W
4E
1E
2E

Andros . League

Iota
Theta
Zeta II
Lambda
Zeta I

2-0-2
3-1-0
2+1
1-2-1
0•4-0

'

Fontana League

3-1-0
2-1-0
2·1·1
1-2-0
1-3-0

II
111
7-ll
V
IV
Independents

5-0-0
J-1-0
3-3-0
3-3-0

Oogmeat
Faculty

Mothergoose

2-5-1 - Lakers

1
1

l

2-3-1
Kopps Killers
1·3· 1
1-5-0
Beavers
Vollevball Standings through Nov. 24:

zoo

Fraternity c;;old
Phi Cella Theta
PKA
Sigma Nu
TKE
SAE
TEP
ATO

SAVE THIS COUPON

6-0
4-1
3-2
2-2
2-4

,,

1: Jf

0-5

FraternitY Green

Kappa Sigma
Delta Tau Oeltcl
Kappa Phi
ZBT
Lambada Chi Alpha
Alpha League
2W
4E
lE
4W
2E
3E

3-1
2-1
2-1
2-2
0-4 .

5-0
3-2
3-2,
2'3
1·3
0-4

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I

IT ENTITLES YOU TO A FREE
BEER AT

~HAPPY'S .

NUT HOUSE
DURING CHRISTMAS
RECESS. O.i■lt, o■e per cuoto■or)
ACROSS FROM DOG TRACK

(UNDER NEW
MANAGIMENT)

8319 N. NEBRASKA AVE.
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SAVE

SHOP .MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 A..M:
' 'TIL 9:30 P.M. - SUNDAY 12:30 TO 5:30

;f/Ctal) 8/l0/Mt4

FLORIDA

off all mercha ndise
(except X merchan dise)

using your pull ·
Long leanline sweater
makes you feel
narrow as a twig_
Skinny little ribbing
runs vertically down
to lengthen the look.
Underneath, mere
inches of a box pleated
skirt peek out.
Matching in a misty
camellia pink sweater, $23; skirt $20.
Use your pull in
our Village Shop,
West Shore Plaza,
Downtown Tampa
North Gate and
Gainesville. '

·euv YOUR CHRISTMAS\
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As we near the coming Holidays, it gives us
great pleasure in wishing you the best of Holi- I
day Seasons. We _thank you for your patronage
during the year, ar,d we _hope to better our rela• ' tionships over the coming year. Best Wishes.
Have a safe Holiday. ,
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The Manag&ment
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PUS
CAM
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.BOO
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Just A Matter Of Course

Interest
As quarter II approaches,
students are once again work-,
ing on and wondering about
their class schedules. Most
students w a n t something
more interesting than the
basic and dull courses which,
at first glance, seem to be all
that the USF catalogue offers.
However, if the st).Jdent
looks hard enough, he'll find a
surprising number of courses
with potential to be something
out of the ordinary.
Below is a list, by no means
complete, of some of the more
interesting sounding courses
either listed in the catalog or
recommended by various people and departments. .

EDE 426 (Creative Arts in
Early Childhood Education 3) is the development of the
child's creative expression
through art,, m usic, dance,
p l a y and drama, while
EDP 469 (Coaching of Football - 5) is the theory and
practice of the . fundamental techniques, organizational
problems and strategy involved in coaching football.
EGS 503
Human Factors (3) : Problems in the design , analysis
and evaluation o f manmachine systems from the
viewpoint of physical, mental
and psychological characterists and limitations encountered.

focusing upon our aims,
cision-making, application
policies and alternatives
specified . problem areas
foreign affairs. ·

ism, Taoism and Shinto.

deof
fpr
. in

SOCS71
I
Racial and Ethnic Relations
(4): Comparative study of interracial relations, social tensions, attitudes and modes of
adjustment in various areas
of the world.

cost? In fact, the only PE
courses requiring . additional
fees are Beginning Riding and
Bowling.
·

YOG, the distinctive Oracle
artist, shows the
many bizarre
things · of Christ·mas in this four:frame foo finish
for the fall.

Soll.I<'/ DEAR ••• cAki'-r HEAR. ·yoo ..•
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cence of .· e.arlie,
. r.·
Yuletide. .year-s,
. ' ..
·to the: incis-z:ve
but light .c_omic
comment:ar.iY-

-

pro deg tires and libr~ry ) idµea--·
:,. ... : ,,'_'✓:Xf":,_
tion pro~ams
... -.~•. ·, ·_t,
.. -.;'' .
M'~~e-::· ,Verquerµ,-o, :~·. tro.m
Brazil}J~. a lib:r:ari?n sp~cia}jz-,
. ing in chi~~n•~ -literature; :~-~l
· Marie Garcia, from Peru, is,
a librarian. In addition -~to ,
studying at' USF, she ·is ,work- i;
ing at the local Cresrivood ·
school and at one in Lakeland
for practical experience.
Abdul Karim Ashur, from
Somalia, is teaching in USF's
high · school equivalency program and is taking • mathematics for teachers.

AcJult Degree Conference
A national conference on
Special Adult Degree Prqgrams will be held a t USF "
Jan. 28-30, 1970. It will be co- ·
sponsored by The Center for
CQntinuing Education, The
'b 1 A ts
d
College of I:.! era _:r · an · :.
The Florida State Board of
Regents.
The purpose of the conference is to search for ways to
-strengthen the content and
improve techniques of teaching, learning, and evaluation
in existing Special Adult Degree Programs and to plan fu-

•1

f ram . .the.· inno-

Four foreig~ · educat~rs -:are
taking a new ·-:course· At USF
specifically aimed
educa~
tors.
The educator-students are
looking at and studying innovative met.'lods in teaching at
USi and in the local area elementary and s e c o.n d a r. y
schools. .·
"We are planning to expand
in this area and are currently
developing programs -for educators· in elementary education, in mathematics and in liOF THE FOUR, Ashur is
braries," Chayes C. Manker the only one who is working
Jr.; assistant dean, College of towards a masters degree beEducation, said.
sides taking the special program,
said Manker.
HE IS BEING assisted by
This
new program is in. adE . Christian An<~erson, director of ·t he Honduras project, dition · to projects . currently
underway at USF for foreign
and Harold J. Keeler.
·
teachers.
The' sponsorship of the edu"We are trying to make
cators is a joint effort between the Department' of education more relevant to
Health, Education and· Wel- our needs in the : world of
fare's (HEW) Office of Edu- today," J. A. Battle, dean,
cation and the °Department of College of Education, said.
State's Agency of Internation-.
THERE ARE 21 Hondurans
al Development (AID).
studying here, Battle said,
The Office of Education and and another group is expected
AID want to send educators to to replace them this spring.
USF in teams rather than in Another large contingent is
small numbers to study in the from Brazil and smaller
areas being developed, said groups are from otha- counManker.
tries .ar:~1?1.d, the__wor_ld.. . .. . .
~tudying in the ~n·e w! ''p\-er · These · teachers, Battle ex~·
gram are:
.
plained, are studying methods
RAMESIIWAR S. CHALISE, in team teaching, use of telefrom Nepal, an educator who vision and other media in
specializes in publishing ele- schools, the large local tutorimentary text books. He is at al program in ghetto areas, inUSF for a year to study chil- dependent study and visiting
dren's litera ture, text book local area schoo~

af

Another-funky
Chrisfmas fhis.
year, as· he-·pqds

Qne ·tr1or_e;;. gr-o~..;,
,~

By JOHN RENNEkER .

Reflecting on
Christmas p a s t
:. . ·_through the cartoonists e y e s ,
yOG dips deep -·three years back,
·and shows the
·progression of
.the artist as a
.
young __ 1nan. ·

. :

Foreign Profs ·.
Study EcJycatio~
lnnovCltiO~ ,'.?:._·~ :;,
••

To qualify for the course,
students must be obese (20
pounds or more· overweight).

The purpose of the course is
to provide a program of exerPEB 116
cise and psychotherapy to help
R,EL350
S p e c i a 1 Conditioning . for
the
chronically obese overWorld Religions (5): An inWcimel) (0): Janet Klein, ascome their pFoblems by using
troduction to the ideas and insistant director of intramurals
two different approaches to
stitutions of some of the
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
and Dore Sprehe, instructor ·
major r eligions of the world, . Where else ca!']. i. student .~d therapist to'r developmen- reinforce each other.
The group therapy will help
such as Hinduism, Jainism, learn Archery, : Fencing and · tal center are the therapists
Buddhism, Islan, Confucian- Scuba Divin~ ·at no. extr-a for this course.
the student overcome the

CBS403-4M
The Universe of Man (3.3) : A
.
, QLYW.
search for the universals of . Marine Geology (4) : . Fundahuman life today ; the natµre p1entals of marlne .geology,.
of man, the world community, including the collection, anal- ·
human . needs and ··values;· ysis, and &:eologic interpreta- .
available
instruments ·. of tion of marine waters, sediscience . and technology, . ~nd ments and environme11ts. Oc-.
the limiting facts ·...and
ca:sional marine trip,s, ..Jecture:
, . forces>
. ..
and lab.
CBS483
HTY 100
General Education Curriculum Study: This course was The Idea of History (4) : Stu- ·
planned to provide a joint stu- dents taking this course c'a n .
dent-faculty opportunity to ex- certainly vouch .
its uniqueamine, criticize and recom- ness. One of the .few courses
men~ ~odifisatipn~t • 4-}-~-th~ . ., _a\'.ai.lable ':- t,hat·-;.af;,tually :·. re- ,
contel.lt;. ·a1~, -te~qinr ;·Pi'?fe-·, 3,qi}:rres students, to "tl1W%, #TI~·
dur~•?f:1be·, pre~ent_:'i>ro.gr~ ,; 100_· pea'!~ :_,.with ::.hi~t9rft c9n- :,
of Baine Studie . :•:.. ' . ·\
.: .,:_ ceiv,ed .as a mode• of; inquiry,
ECN 4:05 <;' "
. emphasizing,.the .acq1,1j'sition Qf
coJp~r)!.tive ,Ecotlom'iq Sys- tlie :· conceptual-.. tools . rE!s•:
terns \ (4:): . Eve.rc ~economics quired .for syste~tic, ·critical _
can . -{be interestlrig.; Th{s•· , thought _a bout human probcoui:.se. emphasizes · the theo- lerris in the historicaJ;.per~pecreti<ful and" practical differ- 'jive. · _
.
. . ·
enc~·: b'e_tween-: ~coifomic.• sys=
: LANGUAGE- iiteratur~ .
tern~;:''§JIch. a:s_~·c ap{fa4s~, -~s9- . (s_ee side st.ory.)
.
cialisrli 'arid·communism. _,. '
. POL 445'
EDUCATION
Contemporary American ForUSF offers numerous educa- eign Policy (4): Analysis of
tion courses and the range is the development and scope of
widespread. For example:
United States foreign- policy,

:
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ture relationships a m o n. g
these programs in the United
States, said Dr . Kevin E.
Kearney, director, of the Adult
Degree Program at USF.
·
. Kearney said USF is one, o/
the few universities · in · thEi
United States to have an a dult
degree program. There are 25
adults . currently , enrolled,
studying . a Liberal Studies
Curriculum.
The program began at USF
in January, 1969, Kearney
said.
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b a s i c emotional problems
which caused his obesity and
the rewards from the exercise
will help to reinforce the new
behaviors learned through
therapy.
. PEB 116 will meet 5 and 6

lang~age
Instruction
Revised
The Language-Literature pose is to enable students to
Division of the College of Lib- hear· and participate in diseral Arts has initiated two c u s s i o n s' concerning the
new concepts in t eaching. One claims and •procedures of exis a new method of teaching . isting religions.
in already existing courses,
THE COURSE will be
while the other is an entirely structured to establish a P ronew course.
testant-Catholic dialogue, or a
Dr. Adrian Cherry and Dr.: Christian-Je\Jish dialogue, or
- Reinulf -Stelzmann of the Mod- a Western-Eastern religious
ern Language Department dialogue.
have written and produced,
The course will be available
with the cooperation of the Quarter ill. At this time, a selanguage students and facul- ries of introductory lectures
t y, a series of videotapes to will be given before the diaccompany t h e beginning alogues are undertaken.
French and German courses. . Each dialogue will be presTHESE SHORT, humorous ~nted from three perspecskits are based on plots con- tives. A Catholic Priest or
cerning spies, thieves, lovers, Nun will lecture on one topic;
tramps, student rioters, go go then a Protestant Minister
girls, dream sequences, hik- will speak ori the same topic ;
ing in Germany, and others. finally, a Jewish Rabbi will
According to Dr. Cherry, talk on the same topic. After
the vocabulary on the tapes each series of lectures the
has been taken froni the texts lecturers will meet with each
and corresponds to the lessons · other and the students for dis studied in class each week. As cussion.
teaching aids, the tapes are
THE FOLLOWING subjects
available every day i n the will be placed in dialogue:
Learning Laboratory as a The Idea of God, The Idea of
complement to the traditional Messiah-Christ, the Religious
sound recor-dings. ·
Establishment-Synagogue and
Tne new course with the Church, The Nature of Wornew style of teaching is Di- ship, The Question of Sin, and
alogues in Religion. Its pur- The Destiny of Man.

USF Prof Carr
Not Wast.eful'
1

By BETH SERATA
Correspondent

,

.His medium
cool with lots of
air and· a big
(.smile,
YO G
sho~s his stuff in
a season when all
,stµff should be
-. shown-. :arJ,d t he
·air is clean.

periods on Monday and
Wednesday. All interested students may · sign up for the
non-credit class during regis•
tration or may call Miss Klein
at 974-2125 for more information.

The a c t u a 1 tear-stained
· shooting scripts of The Graduate, Bonnie & Clyde, Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,
Thoroughly Modern Millie and
The Russians- Are Coming all winners of · the Writers
Guild awards for ''best written American scenarios" today were received by USF
instructor Robert Spencer
Carr for student use in his
new course, Introduction to
Film Writing (LLI-313), now
open to registrants who have
passed CBS 102 (Freshman
English), and obtain Mr.
Carr's consent. First class is
Tuesday, .J an. 6, in CHEM

108.
The course was inadvertently left out of the Course
Schedule for Spring Quarter.
Bristling with camera
angles, technical directions
and the verbatim dialogue,
the bulky screenplays, each
about 200 pages long, are lent
to the USF by 'The Screen
Writers Guild, Hollywood, of
which Mr. Ca rr has been a
member since 1943.
Robert Spencer Carr, the
instructor of Advanced Writing and Film Writing at USF,
wastes not a moment of the
precious 11-w.eek quarter, but
start s immediately grooming
his writing students in the
fine art of producing a "polished gem " of literary prose.
Carr has written numerous
stories and novelettes for the
now, d.efunet Saturday Ev.-ening ·Post and other nationally
known magazines. He .is als0
the· author of four publishe4
novels, now; out of print. His
tjiird no'lfel, "The Room
Beyond,'.' · won him. national
acciaim ci':s . an outstanding
noyelist.
.
Drawing' from his 10 years
of experience in Holly,.vood. as
scenario· writer for many motion ·.pictures and four -years

as director of research at the
Walt Disney Studios, Carr
teaches the course in Film
Writing. The students of this
course learn the language of
camera angles and script
Writing.
Carr began his film writing
career after his first novel
was published in 1928. First
National Studios purchased
the screen rights and Paramount Studios invited Carr
to Hollywood to write the original script.
Praising the present trend
in " natural" movie~, Carr
said " In so far as they aim at
greater truth, they a r e
healthy and courageous."
In 1952 Carr started teaching creative writing at the
Florida Gulf Coast Art Center, near his current. home in
Clearwater. He taught at the
Art Center for three years.
Carr came to USF in 1965
because, as he put it, "Any
populcµ' writer is compelled to
give time to beginners who
beseech him for assistance."
Besides his film work, Carr
also worked at United State
Steel Corporation for 18
months as ~ public relations
officer. He is also an amateur
marine biologist who is deeply
involved with the current danger of pollution, especially'·
along the Florida coast. Carr
has published research papers
and has made several films
dealing wi th the problem.
As a hobby, Carr raises exotic plants and breeds tropical
fish in "the palm studded gar-den of my home on the shore
: -of Clearwater Bay." He also
enjoys fishing and sailboating.
·. When asked . whether he
finds USF dull or uninteresting compared to Hollywood,
Carr smiled broadly and replied, "I thought my years •~
~ollywood were a closed
chapter in my life. Now my 20 .
years in film experience
-seems to be a valuable
asset."
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i Upward Bound: .Up And AwaY ~

AstronomicaI lnsuran,ce
Gains World Attention
"Astronomical" insurance Chartereµ Property and Casurisks in today's world of the aliy Underwriters (CPCU) costly super a irliners and in· which sponsors the seminars
creasing riots and civil distur- · - · Dean Cline explained that
bances were discusse<l during many people have the mistak•
this year's Interna tional In- en impres~i.on that uplinli,ted
surance Seminar in Europe, insurance is and always will
according to Dr. Robert S. be available to everyone.
Cline, dean of the College of Realistically, the opposite is
Business Administration.
the "unfortunate case" - insurance
is definitely limited,
An insurance expert and
member of the Society · of
Dean Cline,' who attended
the seminar, held from Oct. 20
to . Nov. 10 in Athens and
. Rome, said that more than ·
ever before there is the "need
for the cooperation of the entire· world' market" iri bearing
the heavy, i~ur:an_c e burdens.
With the birth of the atomic
age and its accompanying
risks, the dean continued,
came the "need for astronomical amounts of insurance."
The insurance professionals
agree that this can be solved

MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint, Yarn
And Bags.
Sewing and Costume
Supplies ·

KING COMES
TRIMMINGS
Ph. 935-8161
11615 Fla. Ave.

:LEVI'S

SHOP EARLY FOR
CHRISTMAS
ENGLISH AND WESTERN GIFTS
FRINGE JACKETS .
BOOTS AND BELTS
BELL BOTTOMS FOR LADIES

RUSSELL'S WESTERN STORE
6027 N. DALE MABRY

only by 'employing a "pooling
arrangement'' of companies
throughout the world.
Cline said that the tremendous losses due to theft en-·
countered in air freight and
the large risks involved in the
400-passenger airliners neces•
sitate every country's contribution in order to cover enlarged liability.
Dean Cline said there was a
-reluctance at the seminar. to
discusss the implications ofpolitical anc;I social unrest on the
. insurance industry.

Strikes and riots are perils
usually covered by attaching
the "extended ·coverage endorsement" to the fire insurance policy. These perils also
may be insured separately,
but most companies prefer
the method of "total coverage." Cline explained that ex· tended coverage sometimes ·is
difficult to obtain. In high risk
areas such as Watts, Harlem,
and Newark it' is "virtually
impossible" to get coverage.
Assistant editor of, the An•
nals, a professional insurance
journal published by CPCU,
Dean Cline said the society
consists of about 2,400 persons
who have met several requirements including five national, 4-hour examinations.
One must be a member of the
society in order to attend the
seminar.
Dean Cline descri-bed the
seminar, held every two
years, as educational. "The
program is set up around
problems of mutual interest."
While major insurance problems wer~ not :resolved, there
was a rec_ognition by those attending that insurance can no
longer by "limited within a
country's boundaries."

of
~andwieh
qi1nt Hamburger (6 oz.)
F/jed Fish Filet
Hi!m ·& Swiss Cheese
Roast.Beef

Kosher Corned Beef
Sliced Turkey
Large ·Submarine
Italian Sausage

Big·st. John
):laked Ham

Roast .Pork

1. 935-3985
2. 935-8204
3. 254-7461
4. 988-8770

Kosher·Pastrami

Sliced Chicken
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed

BOXES
1/z Fried Chicken
Fried Jumbo Shrimp
Italian Spaghetti with Mut Sauce

. TAMPA. FLORIDA ·

have to be carried by such
countries as Germany and
Japan.
Dean Cline, who has attended four previous seminars in
Japan, England, Switzerland,
and Mexico City, said that he
has found that the meetings
further international understanding, which is so vital to
world-wide insurance relation·ships.

By PAM WHITE
Correspondent

The 29 students going to USF through the Upward
Bound program have no where to go but up.
At least that's the view of Dick Pride, director of the
program.
Pride says the program is designated to "direct and
assist the students in developing goals and skills necessary in post-secondary training programs or other institutions of higher learning."
.

The money isn't 'always enough, Pride says. It has to
be spread over the costs for books, staff, supplies and
equipment, field trips and ,tours for the students.
On top of that there has to be an allowance made for
tuition for students who want_to go to school during the
summer.

CLASSIFIED ADS
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING RATES
Two girls wanted to share apt;
new M·ar-Jo; Jan .• WW carpet; 5 lines
central AC; 2 bdr; electric and (27 cha.racters/line) --- $1.00
phone deposits paid. Call 988- Additional Line ------- .15
1232. ·
. '
Repea.ted: 2-4 li:;sues ---- .90"'
!\:lore than 4 issues ---- .75*
14. HELP WANTED
*Per five lines (27 characters)

- - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - @®@$ks"'ll5Nill:%11.±'dt~AP~F,:Jfil!J

3• APTS & Hou.,SES
-----------R~ommate wa~ted to share luxunously : furrushed apt._ next
door to USF. Ce:11tral air and
heat, pool. $46 Girls only. Call
971-9348.
Roommate
to share: 2BR apt.

-:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;_;_;_;_:,:,:,:,~~:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,~:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,=~
:

ATTENTION
FROM .TAMPAALL
BAY SENIORS
AREA CAREER - $600. per morit h, ,
plus expense allowance for man
needed for aggressive insurance
agency. Send resume to : P.O.
Box 11702, Tampa, Florida,
33610
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

hous~; luxurious but not to? ex-15 SERVICES OFFERED
pensive. Call now. Jeanette . 932•
9361.
------------ - - - - - - - - - - - Typing my hon:ie - reasonable
By page or by hour as desired.
6. MISC. FOR SALE
251-6331
•s-et_y_o_u_r-p-r--i-ce___w_e_s_e_ll-th-e Specia~ed Typist with IBM
book. Student Book Exchange. Selectric, changes · of type
Collection. December 10, 11 and styles, desires work in · home.
1~. s9:1e on ,!an~ary 2, 3 a nd 5• Prompt, del. serv. and refunds.
P1 Sigma Epsilon - Student Gl . 884_1969
Gov't.
ona
Give a cute, 8-week old poodle ---- -._M_I_S-CE_L_L_A_N-EO_U_S__
puppy for Xmas! AKC regis21
tered, black male or female - - - - - - - - - - - - 949-1152 after 5 pm or ext. 2510. Some tickets for film classics
are still left. Seven film - $4.
See Phyliss Hamm CSSO 011,
9. MOTORCYCLES &
ext, 2645 )."

HILLEL
USF

INVITES THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY TO OBSERVE

HANUKKAH
WITH US, THURSDAY, DE~EMBER 4TH, AT 8:00 P.M.

PRESIDENT'S DINING ROOM, U.C.

SCOOTERS

$100.

Showers Shower
Bathtubbers
The bathtub, according to
journalist Henry Louis Mencken, was invented in 1844 by a
man in Cincinatti, Ohio. Up
until that time, bathing was a
rarely practiced event in
America, according to Mencken.
As the popularity of the
bathtub grew, people went
from wooden tubs to lead, up
to marble, and finally to porcelain.
Just recently the aluminum
tub has been introduced! and
has provied to be much easier
to install, operate and fill with
water.

*CEILING

AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited''
. is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv• ·
ing an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Qhairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
·one thing · in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

Unfortunately, the rise of
the popularity of the showerbath and the regular shower
have put tub users on the defensive.

Bar B•Q Chicken

To insure CAVU*, we s_
elect our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
- graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for ·a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

TEMPLE TERRACE CUT RATE
-'T~o Great Places To Serve You 11

1
-

LIQUORS
DON Q.
RµM
QUARTS & FIFTHS

CORBY's
JOHNNIE WALKER
SCOTCH
REBEL YELL

_".NCIENT AGE

THE FINEST
L_
IQUORS

Your degree can_be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL•
AERONAUTICAL ·• ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM•
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM·
JCS_ • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE• ENGINEERING SCIENCE• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

OLD
HICKORY

in Quarts cind Fifths

BOURBON

ANY1il.wJ.i

Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr.
William).. Stoner, Engineering Qepartment, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft,' tast Hartford, Connecticu't 06108.

MARTIN'S V.V.O.
LIQUORE GALLIAN
OLD CROW

THE TIME TO SAVE
EARLY

ISNOW
LOW, LOW - CASE PRICES .
FOR ALL YOUR HOLIDAY
FESTIVITIES

CAVU~ might also mean full utilization of your technical_skills
tlirough a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the . newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other ~dvanced systems.

TIMES
GORDON'S VODKA
BOURBON SUPREME
GLENMORE BOURBON

,For-The Finest Liquors at the Lowest Available Prices
CUT RATE LIQ;UORS AND LOUNGE
. 844-8 56th STREET .

Happy Holidays and a 1970 withjustice and PEACE. Greetings for all
- friends and foe - at USF.
A mast special greeting to oil my
previous students from
Charles W. Arnade,
.Visiting Professor, History Dept., University
of lfe, lie-He,-Nigeria.
(Plus the whole Arnade . family also at
lfe). ·

THE USF PROGR,AM is one of the largest in the

13. WANTED

1

I

UPWARD BOUND is currently working under a $365,418 federal grant, made available to them through the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW).

0~CLE
Immaculate rooms in private
home for male student. Reasonable. Family atmosphere. Call
988-8130.
SAVE MONEY
Take over my contract in
1', ontana Hall
C~l~ ~~~

country, currently sponsoring some 200 students.
Pride says that of the high school seniors who have
participated in the program, 93 per cent (85, out of 91) are
attending colleges and universities throughout the country. The 29 at USF were in the program.
. The program is centered on providing students from
economic<a1lly deprived backg.ounds an opportunity to get
a bettere education.

'69 BSA Lightning for sale $850
low mileage call 988-8753 5-8
"Lloyd's is no longer able to p.m. Excellent condition.
bear the major burden of all
losses encountered," the dean 10. AUTOMOTIVE
explained. Lloyd's of London
·is the largest organization of Post-Adolescent toy sale! Good
shape one owner 1967 MGB-GT
individual underwriters in the Call
988-2820 after 6pm to try
world. But now even though out and negotiate.
.
they carry a large share of Buick 1965 top special. wagon
the risk, there is a "certain- AC, radio, vinyl interior low
extra clean. One
ty" that p~rt of the load will mileage,
own er, $1195. Carrollwood.
Phone. 932-1903
For sale: 66 Chevy wagon V-8
automatic, radio, heater, good
condition. 988-1723 after 5 p.m.
1961 Chevy VB, radio, all power

OU.SO

l. 10124 Florida Ave.
2. 10200 - 30th Street
3. 909 West Kennedy
4. 5302 Busch Blvd.

I

5326 BUSCH BLVD.
. NEXT TO PANT~Y PRIDE

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT,
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

. u.

0 1VISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORf>OR,I.TION

A
An rqual Opportunily [ mployt r
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Chanuko Words Begin
Festival Of Dedication
Buruch atoh adonoi elohenu
melech ho-olm asher kidshonu
B'mitzvosov v'tsi-vonu l'hadlik ner shal Chanuko.

sunset Dec. 4, as Jewish families light the first candle and
begin the holiday of the Feast
of Lights, Chanuko.

Translation : Praised Art
Thou, 0 Lord our God, King
of the Universe Who has sane, tified us by Thy Commandments and has bidden us to
kindle the lights of Chanuko.

The events which gave rise
to the establishment of Chanuko were the efforts of a Syrian monarch, Antoichus, to impose idolatry upon Judea in
165 B.C.E. and the resistance
offered by the Jewish people,
led by the Maccabean family.

The preceding words will
reverberate t~rough Jewish
homes all over the world after

To symbolize the victory,

won after a long war with Antiochus, and the cleansing of
the Temple/ which had been
desecrated, the religious leaders of the day ordained that
annually there by observed a
· festival of dedication, which is
the meaning of the word
"Chanuko."
When the Maccabees ent!!red the desecrated Temple
to begin the long cleansing
ceremony, they found a small
oil lamp to use as a light.
However, the lamp only contained enough oil to last for
one day at the most.
To the Maccabees amazement, the lamp burned for
eight days. . Thus, the · holiday
of Chanuko is celebrated for
eight days in commemoration
of the burning lamp.

Each night of the holiday
prayers are said as the children of the Jewish family
light a Shammas Candle, the
symbol of the eternally burning oil lamp. The Shammas is
then used to light the candle
of the night, one candle for
each night of Chanuko.
The Shammas is blown out
each night and the other candles are allowed to burn
down. On the eighth and last
night of ' the celebration, the
Shammas remains burning
with the other eight candles.
Following the candle lighting ceremony, gifts are exchanged and games are
played. The entire ;1ewish
family joins the festivity to
celebrate Chanuko, the happiest of all Jewish holidays.

I Ching: Lennon

Nam.ed Messiah
In . case you didn't know,
John Lennon (of Beatles'
fame) is God.

We'll fix it so good it'll be hard to clese.
s~ it's not OS depressing OS ii looks. ~
Nol with Volkswagen.body speciolisls
like us around.
v,:e know ell about how oirlighl VWs
a re supposed 10 be.
So we won't be through with your door
until we hove 10 open a window to close ii.
And being specialists, we con tell you
bettei than anybody if the lea st expensive
cure for the hammering you look is sim ply
more hammering. Or o whole new door.
!Either way, yo u won't toke a beating.

That may seem like a
sweeping statement to make,
but USF student P~ter Marks
has documented it.

' (

All repoirs or e mode a t reasonable
Volkswoger,, ro les.I
II it turns oul that o new door would be
the best thing for you land nol just the
easies t way out for usl the job·, os good
cs finished . We slack doors lo Iii every
.
model VW ever mode.
And ii you don't happen to drive a VW,
don't let tha t keep us oporl.
No molte r what make of car you bring
in for collision work, we won't let you
lea ve with o bod impr~ssion.

DOCUMENTATION
THE
comes from a Chinese book,
"I-Ching." The book also
claims that all the other Beatles are prophets.

Marks became involved
with· the Beatles when someone blithely t~pped him on the
shoulder and asked, "Did you
know the Beatles are dead?"
The cause of all this seem·
ingly meaningless controversy

I,

N e v e r t h e 1 e s s, Marks
thought McCartney's mysterious disappearance from the
musical scene warranted investigation.
According to Marks, whether the Beatles are alive or not
is no longer relevant. What is
important, says Marks, is the
message of love the Beatles
brought to the world.

{NATIONAL RECORDING STARS)

MAR({S EVEN considered
bringing (or at least trying
t o) McCartney back to life,
but decided it would not be in
his best interest.

Please serd me the free 1970 V~nity

I

NAME._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1

I

I

I
I SCHOOL._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mail to:
I·

_

Vanity fair Diamonds
Burt,Belenke's HOUSE'OF DIAMONDS, 36 NE First Street,
Room 300 Seybald'Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33l 32

And besides Marks says he
thinks he may "meet his
maker" before the Christmas
deadline.
He won't reveal where ·be
learned all these "facts" because, he says, "If I tell everypody they probably won't
believe me anyway, and if
they do then they'll know the
·
secret."

REACTION

)I CITY_ _ __ ___._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,STATE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ZIP_ _ _ _ __

TO

MARKS'

sundry revelations has been
mixed, but he claims a small
following in his dorm.

I
I

·
.
1.
L·- --------------·- ---------------------•
I

Hear

Marks admits Dec. 25 is
only an arbitrary date at
which he .arrived after he
studied the "world situation."

-~-------~~-·
I
Fair cat~log.
Yanity Fair Diamonds ·
tr--------------------~----

I

.

· ·Naturally, Marks asked the
book who John Lennon was
. . . and • the answer came
back that he was God.

We've doubled our business every
year we 'vf; been dealing with
students. Our success is proof of our
quality. So is our 36-page full--color
cat?log. This coupon will bring it to
you free of charge. Or, if you prefer,
visit our showroom at
36 NE First Street,
Room 300 Seybold Bldg., Miami.

.

\

Marks followed a long trail
of symbols he says are on
Beatie · record jackets a nd in
John Lennon's books to find
the Chinese book; Marks says
the book can answer questions
put to it by the reader. ' '..

Then we set them i n our own
workrooms and sell them directly to
students·. Because we eliminate so
many middlemen, Vanity Fair can
offer rings at tremendous savings.

l

MANY SYMBOLIC connotations came out of the statement, but nothing was confirmed until a Life magazine
article proved, complete with
statements a,_nd pictures, that
McCartney was not only alive,
but that he was living in Scotland with his wife and a new
baby ,boy.

'

UNFORTUNATELY, though,
Marks says he thinks it's
too late for the world to
profit from the Beatles' message - in fact, the world's
demise may come as early as
this Christmas- ..,.

They Know Us in Antwerp.
J.hey Love Us of U.~F.
Basically, that's why Vanity Fair can
sell engagement and we dding rings
to students for for less than they
would pay in a retail jewelry stare.
Vanity Fair has been buying
diamonds in A ntwerp, the. center of
the world diamond market, since
1921. The experience and
knowledge we've gained enable us
to buy the finest diamonds for less.

.

came from reports that Paul
McCartney, lead singer for
the Beatles, was dead.

By CAROL DEAN
Correspondent

BIGGEST-ROCK SOUND:S
TO HIT TAMPA BAY

1

I

But if you hurry, maybe
you, 1.ike Marks, will be able
to meet YOUR maker before
Christmas, and avoid the
rush.

ENTER MISS·TAMPA CONTEST
USF COED
ANNETTE JOHNSON

2803 BUSCH BLVD.

won

(Directly Behin.d 99'r Restaurant)

$1250.00
in

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
At the .

MISS TAMPA AND MISS FLORIDA PAGEANTS.
YOU CAN TOO

For information call the Tampa Jaycees at
229-0911

Or Mail coupon to
Tampt;1 Jaycees, P.O. Box 420, Tampa, Fla. 33601

r-----~------------------~I

I NAME ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.AGE....
.

ADDRESS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •·• • • • • • • •

1

I
I

I PHONE"•••••••••• •-• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·,
L

--~-~--------------------

Girls: Be~18-<Bring 1·.-0.•1
Guys: 21 and Over
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Fashions Court~sy of Lerners

·. Pant Suit ·
· It is principally for the
sake of the 1.eg that a
chc{nge, in the dress is
so much to be desired
... the leg is the best
. part of the figure ...
. Alice Meynell.

Fashions Courtesy of Lerners

The Maxi Coat
.P~•.abably every new '. anq, eagerly expected garment ever put on since clothes came in, fel( a trifl.e sh01t of the
. ~ •. wia:rer's expec,tations . -•.• Charles Dickens.
.
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Photos by Ken Dunlap

'J;he

Nothi:•nshigons CDourters·yeosf Lserners

Nothing to do but work/ Notl!-ing to eat but food
Nothing to wear but dothes/To keep one from
go·ing nude . .• Benjamin Franklin King Jr.

1;il

I
Fashions Cour tesy of Lerne rs
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Fashions· Courtesy Of Lerners

Black And White
Intellect is to emotion as our dothes
are to our bodies: we could not very
well have civilized life. without
clothes, but we would be .in a very

poor way.if we hap, only clothes with- ·
out bodies . • • Alfred-North W-hite.,_
head. ·
. -·
'-

.- .

~

'

• Solid State
• Complete Tone Control and -

• ~:;:~c;

Program Selector - ,
,• Expert Installation Available

. _:.-

i

"\

I

,

. STEREO 8 TRACK CARTRIDGE
PLAY~R WITH FM/AM RADIO

.,
REG •.79.95
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!Festival To Be Held;
ISponsored By WUSF-T-V
will sponsor a TheaIWUSF
e-Film Festival at its stu-

(hlgh school level or below):
This portion of the festival is
designed to provide- young
people an opportunity to exhibit their talent and to gain
valuable experience. The first
three prizes for the division
are, respectivley, $300, $200
and $100.

f:

os here, and will accept
ntries for the festival from
ow until March, 1970.
i Festival Week will be April
and winners will be an:11ounced April 14. There will
cash awards presented to
~e winners of the- three diffyrent divisions. The three di- .
will be :
visions
\
FIRST l
General drama: This is
open to all non-professional
iheatre groups in the State.
The first place winner will rei eive $800, and the four sem_i{inalists will receive $300
each.

tll

ee

!

i

Theatre Offers
Kid's Course

.

~

SEC()ND

~ Dram~ by young. adults

TlDRD
· Fi1ms: This competition is
open, with the onl~ restriction
being on film size and method
of sound recording used.
WUSF can accept only 16mm
and super 8mm with the
sound on the film itself. The
first three places will be
awarded $500, $300 and $200
·
respectively. · ·
WUSF will televise as many
entries ~ all types as possi-

8 out.of lO
grance.Experience •
A:Wardrobe of three
MERLE NORMAN
FRAGRANCE.S
TO REFLECT A WOMAN'S
EVER CHANGING MOODS
IN THE MOST
SUPER-SENSORY WA

,

-

-~

'Jrial' Set At Saint Leo On Wednesday
"The Trial" by Andre Guide Trial" is Mr. K who is acwill be presented by the Actors . cused, arrested ·and tried for
Workshop of Saint Leo College a crime, the nature of which
the next Wednesday and lie is never able to disco','.er.
Thursday evening at, 8 :30 in
The play was inspired by
the College Theatre at St Leo
Kafka's celebrated n o v e I
College.
"Th_e. Trial" and was written
The central figure of "The in France during World War
II.

Centre S~ge To Host
John Moskal stars as Mr. K,
Richard Sullivan as Wilheim,
E,xperimental's M~vie
Gary as Titorelli, Diane PickExperimental Th e a t r e 's

ett as the laundress and Elea•
nor Breen a.s Miss Buttmore.
Director of the play is Ter_ence Tessem, a USF graduate. The setting, a maze · of
ramps and platforms, was designed by Dennis K. Henry,
St. Leo assistant professor of
theatre.
Admission is $1 for .adults
and 25 cents for students from
area schools.

first movie will arrive at CenI
tre Stage as a ten minute sequence in Samuel BE:ckett's
"Play.", The niovie, shot in
the Greater T.ampa Bay -area,
is about 'a man, his ·wife, and , · The musical world of Harry vented his own asymmetrical
Partch, the' hobo-composer music scale whic~ includes 43
·hls m~tress.
instrument _builder, wi!ll tones instead of the standard
and
action. is to be present- ed as dance, film, music, be explored by Hilton Joniis, 12 used by most composers.
' slides and live theatre. Direc- composer and assistant proSince no instruments were
tor Nancy Barber has chosen fessor - du r i-n g · _.the next
designed to accomoqate such
to express the different thematic viewpoints through sep- Music Forum - ' Monday; at 2 a wide range of tones Partch
p.m. in th~ Fin_e Arts Buil&ing constructed his own instruara te media simultaneously.
The· cast includes Bob Pre- (FAH) 101.
ments to produce his special
gentek as the . Man, Helen
Jones said the purpose of music, said Jone§
Davis ' as the First Woman,
During his residence at USF
and Linda · Heath as the Sec- the Forum is·to acquaint USF
ond ·woman. Dancers are Ron music.students with the basic · Partch will conduct lectures
Zarr, Bunny Town, and Alison music~ philosophies of Harry . anq demonstrations and also
·
· ·
Clutter.
Partch, who will be at USF as provide commentary on sev'this exciting· experiment- in
composer-in-residence for _a eral experimental films which
a
multi-media will be perfeature himself and his comformed Friday at 4 p.m. in wee~ beginninJ Jan.12.
1
Partch, Jones said, has in- , positions. '
the Centre Stage.

. The

Women
·

fourth through sixth periods,
11 to 2 p.m.

Prof Expl.ores·Partch'sWork

e Have What
Want?

ble. The station encourages
all persons to enter the competition or to watch.,

.. ·-
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PROTECTNE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of

~

fAl.l TIME ·
·
.IS f Al.I. TIME
"de co\or

Graduate Study .

\,oose ir:::ta~l human

f~\l!;.;\:s~;~~e!" ;:.9
t:T:
ngths ~..·gs Wiglets
•

_- &

.-.1

will

I

,

cascades, too.

Official Notices

lace trim and bikini pants ·
t~ round out her· C~ristmas
_
wardrobe.
Only
North Ga.t e only -~"

$9.00

J,

TERRACE ··

.,. • •

NORTH GATE
SHOPPING CENTER

(next to J•rrf'•l
Phone 988-7394

Campus Date Book

Bulletin Board notices. should be sent
Times and places ot organizations
direct to "Director, Campus Publlca- - meeting regularly are posted on the
ti<lns, UC 226" (ext. 61B)' no later than University
bulletin
Lobby
Center
noon Wednesday for publication lhe fol• boarcfs.
lowing Wedne$day.
TODAY
Send news Items direct to: "Editor,
. PANHELLENIC: FASHION SHOW, 2
The Oracle, UC 222," (ext. 619).
& S.
N
'
248
p.m., UC
UCPC MEMBERSHIP SCREENING,
· Letterheads: A new letterhead' design
has been approve<! for otficial use by 7 p.m., UC 256.
all University offices and departments.
THURSDAY ·
The new design replaces all previous
SG BUSINESS 'AN'S -LUNCHEON,
designs and provides clear indication of
248.
UC
noon,
return address and Centr ex phone num•
ber. Requisitions should include office
BOARD OF DIRECTOR'S LUNCHEON,
. identification line, _address Of other , noon, UC 255.
· than Tampa ·campus), and phone num•
CENTER FLU SHOTS,
ber. Existing supplies of old stationery l HEALTH
p.m., UC 215.
may t,e used, but none of previous deSTUDENT FACULTY ASSOC. MEET•
signs may -be reprinted.
ING, 4 p.m., Ut. 255 & 6.
Christmas Holidays: Friday, Dec. 26.
. FRIDAY
and Friday, Jan . 2 have been declared
UNIV. COMM. BREAKFAST, 7:30
Slate Holidays - the Unlverslty will be
a .m., UC 255•.
closed Tuesday through FrJday, Dec.
23-26, and will also be closed Thursday
SOUTH EASTERN ELECTRON Ml•
and Friday, Jan. l and 2, 1970.
CROSCOPIC CONF., 8 a.m., UC 248.
HEALTH CENTER FLU SHOTS, 1
Quarter II Registration : Due to extra
p.m., UC 215.
holidays confirmed by the Board of Regents, Quarter II registration will be · CBS SPEAKER, 2 p.m., UC 2S2 E &
held on January s (day and evening) w.
and January 6 (day only). Classes will
commence on Wednesday, Jan. 7, and
SATURDAY
the· quarter will end March 20, as preTEACHER WORKSHOP, B a .m., UC
vlous ly announced.
200.
SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRON Ml•
Sponsored Research : Postdoctoral Research Associateships are available . CROSCOPIC CONF,, 8 a.m., UC 248 N
through National ~ sear.ch Council tlt & S. · •
SUNDAY
Engineering & Natural Science faculty
CAMPUS MOBILIZATION, 8 p,m,,
- · a Pp11c!3tion . flnfoSrma tionedis Ravallabhl!!
1n O 1v1s1on o
esearc , Theatre.
ponsor
ADM 107, ext. ~7.
MONDAY
Research Council: Applications for
COL. OF BUS. LUNCHEON, noon,
for
releas.e-time _awards
faculty
2S5.
C
U_
FYl970-71 are available In AD"M 107.
COL. OF ED. COUNCIL, 2 p.m.,
Application deadline is Thursday, Jan.
•
.
EDU 216 & 7.
29, 1970• . .
CO-OP EDUCATION, 2 p.m., UC 200,
8.
4
2.
&
215
213,
203,
SI. Petersburg- Campus Registration
LIBE'RAL ARTS ORI ENTATION , 2
, for Quarter II, 3 - 6:30 p.m., Dec. 10.
lnstructor~Final Grades due In Regis• p.m .. uc 252 · E & w.
trar's Office by noon, Dec. 15.

,- -

Surround her with
exquisite.lingerie • .• •
may we suggest _a tricot
mini gown with lavish

PLAZA MALL

(next to Sing or's)

Phone: 933-4097

Student Final , Grades will •be mailed
by Registrar on Dec. 17.

This "patch"

tervlewing on campus. Check with
' Placement, LLI ~18, ext. 2295 for interview locations, to schedule app~intmenls, or for further Information. ·
DEC. 4
Bogue, Taylor & Edenfield, CPA's:
Acctg majors for junior accounlant PO •
,
sllion.

West Virginia State Road Commis•
sion: 8 .S.C.E. or M.S.C.E. for eng ineerlno positions in construction, design,
maintenance, advanced planning, research and development ang traffic
~ngrg-.
Education
DEC. 4
New York Univ. Grad School of Busl•
ness ADM: Students interested in MBA"
and PhD programs al grad. school of
·
Bus. Adm.

Home Office-Birmingham, Alabama

District of Columbia Public Schools:
All Edu. majors.

PER
C-PAGE

•

NOWQN_SALE
u.·c~ ~BOOK STOR~

Co-Op Education

TODAY, Dec. 3
Career Plann ing Conference for SIU•
dents interested in Cooperat ive Education assignments during Quarters . II
and Ill, 2 p.m., soc 127.
. First ciiss' session for Co-op students
going'. on a Training Period Quarter 11
who have registered for PSY 213, AP·
plied Psychology, -or ;soc 261, social
Problems, courses especially for to-op
students, PS·Y meets at 2 p.m. in •SSO
1008, and SOC meets af 2 p.m, in SSO
100N •
. Orientation program for Libera-I Aris
Off-Campus Term Program, SOC 110, 2
p.m.

PROTECTIVFLIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

I

\

I

Monday, Dec. 8
Co-Op Council Meeting, 2 p.m., SSO
l00B. AU Co-op s tudents invited to attend,
Orientation Session for all students
wh9 will go Of1 a Training Per iod
Quarter II, 2 p.rtJ., ·CTR 248, University
Center Ballropm:
Orientation Session for Liberal Arts
Off-Campus Term for those enrolled •In
th is specific program, 2 p.m., CTR 252.

.. . ····· ......... .......,...........;::

-

.

.

.•

fi

l " ent1

es
the ·w-o rld's best
beer drinkers!
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.• ST. LOUIS

Tuesday, Dec. 9
Registration for Cerop students going
on a Training Period Quarter ii, fill
out packet and pick up fee card In SSC
. 126 between 9 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Pay
fees in, cashier's Office, ADM 131, before 3 p.m. $10 Service Charge if registration Is not -completed for those
placed for Quarter II .
/

We<fneSday / Dec. io
Career Planning Conference for stud ents interested in Cooper.a live Education assignments during Quarters II
and 111, 2 p.m., SSO 19.
Orientation program for Liberal Arts
OIi-campus Term Program, SOC 110, 2

p.m.

Second class session for Co-op stucfents going ·on a Training Period Quarter II who have r egistered for PSY 213,
"Applied Psychology, or soc 261, Sodal
Problems. PSY me.els In SSO 1008 and
SOC in SSO lOON.
More than 150 employers are current:
ly seek ing USF students for Cooperative Education Tra ining assignments for
Quarters II and Ill . Students desiring
to be considered should make application In SSO 126-at the ea rliest date poss ible. These a re professional training
programs a nd the students are paid
while on training periods away from
campus. students m ay earn up to five
hours of academic credit cfuring their
·
Co-op training quarte rs.

Off-Campus Term: There are openings in Boston, New Yor k, Chicago and
Atlanta for any libera l a rts ma jors Interest ed in the Libera l Aris OIi-Campus
Term Program. Students interested in
this program should come to SSO 126.

Career Planning &
Placement
The following organizations will be in-

+

.,.

Ue,C. LOBBY (Wed.,-& Thurs. - 1-2 3pm)

-

Frida_y, Dec. s
.
.
Orientation Session for students whci
will go on First Training Period Quar.ter ii, 2 p.m.,~ SOC 110. (This Is for
<'new•~ Cerops only .l

'· .

• d-. ~ ,- : .

And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, that they have a grea_ter
command greater inlife .expectancy, and that they
comes in less hazardous oc~upations than most.,people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savin-gs plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit; The College Senior Plan bas ·no war exclusion
clause, offers .full -aviation coverage, and becomes completely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get, full details from this College Representative:
1
Fred A. Crum
•
•
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel: 877-8391
.

.

I

..
' .

· pages
OF-READING ENJOYME·NT

o~ly

JIii".:Exclusive Interview,

. -BUCK HENRY
.Author.of Screen Play of
The Graduate & Candy
.,,_, Poetry
local and National .Talent

_SOUTH FLORIDA
REVIEW
GET YOUR .COPY TODAY!!
I

This will be your~
last chance
to purchase this
Great Book! ,

r

Pearl Harbor

Peacemakers

Service Set

Pictured are USF Prof.
Jacques Abram, noted
pianist· and Michael
Sulliva·n,
humanities
student and well known concert and
Flamenco guitarist who
will perform in conjunctiori with members
of the Uhiv'ersity community who plan to enlist their talents in a
peace demonstration to
end the Vietnam war .in
a program · entitled
"Blessed are the Peacemakers". The even~
sponsored by the Campus Mobilization will
begin at 8:30 p.m.
T h. u s d a in the
Theatre.

r

.

Myrtle Hill MemoriaI Park
will sponsor a Pearl Harbor
Day Memorial Service, according · to a spokesman for
the park.
"With all the talk of Moratoriums and hippies and flag
burning, we thought it was
time for some p a t r i o t i c
news," the spokesman said.
Gen. Paul D. Adams, U.S.
Army, retired, founder of
STRIKE Command at Ma~
· Dill Air · Force Base, will be
the featured speaker. Adams
will speak on patdoti~m from
the first Pearl Harbor Day to
the present.
The 589th Air Force 60-piece
Band will play patriotic songs
and both . the STRIKE Color
Guard and the MacDill Firing
Squad will perform.
The service begins at 3 p.m.
at the park, which is at 50th
st:and Buffalo Av.

y

.

.

University Comm;unity
Enli ts ·As Peai:emakers
.

..

-

'TERRACE
BEAUTY
SALON·

,, I

1

~T~

been exhibited in the Bon
Marche Gallery National Invitational Exhibition, Southeastern Annual· Exhibition, Florida State Fair, USF Faculty
Group Show and Tampa Art
Institute.

TEMPLE TERRACE
SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 988-2798

KOIN KLEEN

Temple Terrace Shopping Center
Below Exchange Bank

FREE SOAP TO USF
STUDENTS
Wash Dry and Fold
15c. a Lb.
Dry And Fold
1 Oc a Lb.
$2.50 a Load (8 Lbs.)
. $1.50 ½ Load (4 Lbs.)
Hours 7 AM-10:30 PM

988-9790

Life
FOR SALE
in

·2$0 pages of
=f•.-i.

-

.

Color an=cl·Black & White
only .

$200
· ·

Aegean Office
223 University C_
e nter

"A recital by Elisabeth Schwarzkopf is always a
musical ecent of distinction - New York Times
"Elisabeth S_fhwarzkopfs recital attained a degree of

I

Wednesday, December 3,

"I know the way:home

wfth my eyes closed."

Theatre Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

Then you know the way too well.
Because driving an old familiar ro ute can make you
drowsy, even if you 've had plenty of sleep.
If that happens on your way home
for Christmas, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoz®._It'll help you drive home
with your eyes open.
NoDoz. No 'car should be without it.

Tickets: $1.00 Students, $1.75 Faculty, Staff
Box Office Ho'lrs 1: 15 - 4:30 Weekdays
Angel Records
()1969 Sri,toHly• ~ Cc.

- . .. i.

' Res~rve yours today • •• tomorrow may be ,·
too late!
.

ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF

pe,f ection often sought but rarely expe;ienced.' New York World Journal Tribune

THANKS
-- THE MEN OF ·LAMBDA CHI ALPHA ·W ISH TO !
EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE TO THE· FOL- LOWING ORGANIZATION S FOR THEIR S~P- t;\
PORT AND
COOPERATION. AND FOR THE -~
I
PRESIDENT'S KIDNAP. 5100 CANS WERE -•
·"
COLLECTED, THANKS TO THEIR HELP.
.•if

ALPHA·DELTA
ALPHA EPSILON
. ALPHA TAU OMEGA
'CHI OMEGA
DELTA DELTA DELTA
DELTA GAMMA
DELTA TAU DELTA
.DELTA ZETA
KAPPA ALPHA
, THETA

'"

KAPPA DELTA
"i'J
KAl:':PA PH I
KAPPA SIGMA
?I
, ..
PHI DELTA THETA .d
.Pl KAPPA ALPHA
J
--;q
SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON
SIGMA PHI
..
.,.,
SIGMA NU
TAU KAPPA
EPSILON
.1 .

'\f"

'1

,

STOCKING WITH

AIIOTONE.

l

'•)

, STUFF YOUR

-

Several members -· of the Cam,:ius Mobilization, will fea- t Philadelphia, and the JulUSF -commttnity plan to enlist ture some of the University's liard School of Music, His·
their talents in a demonstra- outstanding artists and will most recent concert perfortion for peace and an end to begin at 8 :30 p.m., Thursday, mance was at Carnegie Hall
the Vietnam war in a pro- in the Theatre.
in rew York.
gram at USF e n t i tie d
The program will include an , Miss Chifra Holt, Assistant
"Blessed are the Peacemak· improvised duet ~Y Prof. Professor of Dance, is a speers."
.
Jacques Abram·, noteq painist, cialist in modern dance. Miss
The event, sponsorep by the . al).d Chifra Holt, interpretive. Holt, a native of New YQrk
dancer. Michael Sullivan, hu- Citv received her' B.A. from
maJities student and well- CCNY and has taught at
known concert and Flam~nco Smith College, Martha Graguitarist, will offer select10ns ham School of Contemporary
on the guitar.
Dance, Julliard, Creative
A SHORT PLAY entitled Arts Workshop, and Henry
"The World of Black," a Street Playhouse.
collection of poetry and prose
Her performing experience
damatized by History Prof. includes work with the City
Ben Berry will be presented. Center Ballet of Tampa in
In addition, Prof. ·Robert - "Cinderella," Pearl Lang &
Gelinas of the Fine Arts de- Company, MartlJ,a Graham
partment will produce a spon- Company, Paul Sanasardo &
'taneous painting in · response Company, A 1 wi n Nikolais
to poetry read by St. Leo Dance Company and Mary
Prof. Robert Hall, and stu- Anth ony & Company. She also
dents of Miss Holt will per- choreogra phed, ,produced and
form a modern dance.
performed ,in a New York
The events will be coordi- dance concert "Chifra Holt
nated through the commen- and Company." In 1968 l'vliss
tary of English · Profi ·James Holt· initiated a dance proPalmer. '
• gram here and has presented
JACQUES ABRAM h a s several Dance Workshop progiverr pta:no :.concerts' througli.-... di.J.ctions. . .
" .
~=
out the United States'. Cana?a . BEN BERRY.i Coordinator
and Europe, appearing with
. s
.
such' oPChestras •aS}>'-tne New,· ..of-~ro-Amer1can s~udies and
' York --Ph~iharmoni-e,··the Phlla-=-- .. member of ~e History Dedelphia Orchestra, the Cleve- partment. 1:Je is a member of
}and Orchestra the Royal . the Committee of ~outh_ern
Philha rmonic -~9- •>the Vienna . ,Churchme~ . a:~d. the Umt_ed
Symphony. }Ie has made a Church . M1mst~rs for Racial
number of recordings a11d has and Social Justice.
appeared in spectal, one-man
Robert Gelinas, Assistant
shows'..for the Canadian Broad- Professor of Visual Arts, has
casting Comp~ny. Abram was studied at Julius Hart School
educated at Curtis Institute in · o~ ·Music; University of Con;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;~-;;;-;;;-;-;-;.-;-;_~-;.-;-;-;-;_·-;.-;.-;,-;,-;,-;,-;,-;.-;.-;,-;,-;.-;.:;.:;.:;.:, necticut and Uriiversity of
Alabama. He is listed in
"Who's Who in American
UNIVERSITY ARTIST SERIES
Art" and in "Priz~ Winning
~.~
Paintings 1962." His work has
•'
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Thanksgiving On The Road
;•.. Or A long ·Turkey ,Trot
.

'

this way, Skelton would ad as
a gauge.

break an Australian record of
running - walking 100 miles in
28 hours. They accomplished
their objective and made the
100 miles to Orlando in 25
hours and 50 minutes.
The boys spent the first 1Z
,hours traveling by themselves, then were joined by
Dick ,Skelton, Fred's track
coach at Maynard Evans
High School.
Skelton would drive a mile
ahead and wait for Fred and
Rick: They would tap his window as they passed, then he
would drive· another mile. fu

By Mary McKey

and
Vicki Smithson ·

Rick Maas and Fred Bentley spent Thanksgiving on
, Highway 50, Pine Hills Road,
and in bed.
Rick, a Math, Astronomy,
an.d Russian. major with a 3.8
average, and Fred, 1 CBS, left
Beta Hall at 1 p.m. Wednesday for Maynard Evans High
-'School in Orlando. But · they
weren't in a car or bus. They
were on foot'
Rick .and Fred set out to

ONCE, HOWEVER, Rick
passed Skelton and told him
to see about Fred. He had
,passed out about a mile back.
Skelton back-tracked and sure
enough, there was Fred, lying
down, staring at the sky. He
was sick the \Vhole ti'me · and
couldn't hold down anything.

Dupng a rest stop early the
next morning, Rick, the astronomy major, said some
stars looked funny. Skelton
thought he was having hallucinations, but pulled :out bin-

"'

· THE PERFECT GiFT,
IN VESTS, PONCHOS .
AND FRINGED BAGS
SEE OUR NEW LINE 'OF BELTS, WATCH'.
BANDS, HAIR BANDS, MOCCASINS
AND RINGS

·306 N. Dcile Mal,ry
~

OPEN 'TIL 6 P.M.-

Ph. 876-9486

WE'RE MOVING JAN. 1ST TO

3903 W. KENNEDY BLVD.

HANDSOME

·10ENT-BRACELET
WATCH WITH.
17 JEWELS!
HAS SP.I.CE
fOR INITIALS

J.1,0DEllH
F LOREHTIH E
FIHISH

VALUE

Handso me white or yeflew
florenline finish eold c 0,1 or
identification bracelet watch
is shock•resislanl. Hu 17
jewels and Sjlace .for .initial.

PRICED!

, By HILDAWUGH

.Sta.ff Writer
Students cry out continuously for relevance in education,
for an opportunity to apply
the..th.e.or ies .they have learned
to' the "real world;" and for
courses which are up-dated,
dealing with problems which
exist today.
/
At the same time they are
searching for a more efficient
and effective means of absorbing the vast amounts of
knowledge wqich they must
tackle daily in ·order to obtain
the most from their university
experience.
A ·COURSE has finally been
devised which will answer
these student needs and it is
now available at' USF. The
course is MKT 311 - Principles .
of Salesma nship and Sales
Management, as taught by
Dr. Andrew Wallace.
"But that's a business
course !" you cry. Yes, it is.
But the advanced learning
techniques which it incorporates can be used to advant~ge in any area of study.
The objective of the course,
according to Dr. Wallace is to
" give the students an upto-date, operational knowledge
of the theory and practice of
sales mana,gement.
' THE METHOD in which the
materia l in this ar.e a of marketing is presented eliminates
as -.much as possible of the
busy work, redundancy, and
about 90 per cent of the required reading for a course of
this type. I
The course employs variations of the " case" method ;
use of . the abstraction technique; lecture and discussion;
and.exposure to text material,
current periodlcals, and curre,nt actual practice in the
field of sales management.
" The course is organized in
such a way that no student
will be required to spend
more than a n average of six
hours a week on work related
to this course. Most of the six
1

Heavy link braceleL

· "CHARGE IT"-USE OUR PAYMENT PLAN

DIAMOND M ERCHANTS CF AM E RI C A

G~':IR~~:s
8876 N_-56th St.

A

THEm CLO S IN G comments were, "All we want to
do is get hold. of the guy who

suggested this." They were
refer.ring to a third member
of the group who •brought up
tbe idea, then chickened out.

To Give Redtal

When the house lights dim
at the Theatre Auditorium tonight, the audience will participate in a recital by one of
the most well known sopranos
of. tod~y.

to assist her, the evening was
filled with the sort of magic
that belies .criticism."

~

fu her recent Philharmonic
Hall recital, E l i z a b e t h
Schwarzkopf was called " today's reigning queen of
song."

Mr. Byron ~elt, syndicated
c o I u m n i s t, called Miss
Schwarzkopf's recital a "love
in." "Her very entrance transforms an evening into an
event, and last night she was
radiant . . . fu songs of Schubert, Schwnann, Wolf and
Strauss, she has no peers, and
with the consummate piano
artistry of Geoffrey Parsons

Students Cry For
Relevanc,e / Today

SUEDE!!!

1.fC::~sEr~-r~&<

oculars and checked. He saw
three stars in the shape of a
triangle. As be watched, the
stars turned 180 degrees one
way, then back again. Finally, they split up and disappeared.
The boys finally · ~ached
Orlando at 2:50 p.m. Th_urs7 .
day afternoon. They took a
shower, ate, and went to bed.

I German Soprano

There are still tickets available for tonight's performance
at' the Theatre Box Office
(hours 1 :15-4 :30 p.m.) . However,' it is advisable to purchase your tickets this afterno·on, ticket prices· are '$1, students; $1.75 fac ulty and staff,
USF Foundation and other
students; and $3.50, general
public. ·

MGM pres.ents TheJohn l rankenheimer
Edwarp Lewis Production.starring

Burt Lancaster

.Deborah Kerr

.

\

SEBRING
DEC. Z7-28/9 AM/$50,~00 PURSE
.RACING SCHEDULE

hours will be utilized in actual advocates the use of dictation
problem - solving activities equipment provided by Eduwith business firms in the , cational Resources for a
Tampa area," Wallace stated. small fee and usage of the
Wallace said that ten University Bookstore typing
Tampa firms worked with stu- service to . accomplish the
dents in .the marketing course abstractions.
·
this quarter and that ten addiWHILE EACH student in
tional firms would be availone;half
of the class abstracts
able· to· students Quarter IL
20 to 30 pages of t he text and
E~CH STUDENT is as- mimeographs his abstracts
signed to a sales management for the class, the other half
team, which then works with does the same thing with maa participating firm in the terial from periodicals.
Tampa area. The firms in- ·
Students are required to revalved when then assign each
team a real marketing prob- duce each 10 pages of original
lem that they wish to have material to not more than one
single-spaced page of absolved.
✓ The firms establish the con- stract. Using this one in ten
straints within which each abstract ration, almost 90 per
team must operate. Once a cent of the course required
team has arrived at a pro- reading is eliminated. A cl;i.ss
posed solution, they must im- may cover four times the
plement it. Thus students are reading material in half the
able · to apply some of the time that would have been
thr ory learned ll! the class- necessa,ry to cover the basic
room, make some valuable readings.
The equipment used in the
contacts; obtain a working
knowledge of the various abstraction method may be
types of marketing• organiza- .purchased through the Booktions, and gain exposure to store or rented from Educational Resources if there are
current ideas and methods.
The business firms that are any dictation machines availparticipating in the program a ble for students outside the
are a fairly representative class, and the typing service
cross-section of national, re- is available to all USF stugional, and local firms, ac~ dents.
cording to Wallace.

PERHAPS THE most interesting aspect of the course
(especially for-. students outside of the College of Business), is the use of the
abstractipn technique. Wallace said tha t students are not
required to purchase the text
used· for the course, nor are
they required to read more
than 50 or 60 pages of material abstracted •from this text
by using the abstraction technique and dictation equipment.
"Students have very little
time and very little, money,"
Wallace said, " but they have
a lot more money than time."
Because of this, he said, he

Miss Schwarzkopf has recorded over 45 albums on the
Angel lable, many of them
contain two or three records
per album.

Practice & qualifying
Stal!'t of 75 mil_e Race
Practice & qual ifying

Saturday 9 am-3 pm
3:15 pm
Sunday 9 am-Noon
1 pm
2pm

Start Heat 1 of the L &. M Grand Prix-11)0 mi.
Start Grant's "8" Formula F
Championship - 70 m i.
_Start Heat 2 of the I: & M Grand . Prix - 100 mi.

3 pm

NOW PLAYING

For Reservation and Ticket Information Contact
Auto Racing Club of Florida, P. 0. Box 719, Sebring
EV 5-7354 ,

. AT 2, 4, 6, 8 &· 10 P.M.

PROTECTNE LIFE·
Has Done A Lot Of
G_ra~uate Study
· ·

··

And we've comJ up with some pretty import~nt information. For ·example, we know that college men are in 'the
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that t hey will command greater incomes in less h azardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-sayings plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurnbility
benefi t. The College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage, and becomes com-·
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
·
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full de tails from these College · Representatives:
Richard Greenlee .
.
. Robert Me yer
Ad cock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner ]?uilding
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel. : 877-8391

·

PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCF COMPANY

BOOK SALE
0
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off
SALE PRICES
aacl all ■erchandise
(except X items)

•

Chri-stmas Gift•
for
Juniors ·and Seniors

Herff Jones
Announces~ ..
On D.isplay Today in the Bookstore
v $JO Deposit V"' 4 - 6 Weeks Delivery
v New Diamond Setting

USF

BOOKSTORE: Universi.t y Cent~r

I
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